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Summary Information

Repository:  Georgetown University Manuscripts
Title:  Maryland Province collection
Identifier:  GTM-GAMMS53
Date:  1683-1970
Date:  Majority of material found within 1830-1960
Physical Description:  9.5 Linear Feet (20 boxes)
Language of Materials:  English

Collection-level Scope and Content Note

This collection was gathered from material that had been dispersed in various locations in the Georgetown University Archives. Material is arranged by geographic location and then by university, college, seminary, manor, mission, or novitiate. Members of the Maryland Province Society of Jesus operated a number of parishes, some of which later were transferred to the secular clergy. These account for the numerous geographical locations. In addition, certain locations of major Jesuit installations figure more frequently, and those tend to include larger quantities of papers and archival material. It should be noted that the designation of place names vary and are referred to by geographical name (Port Tobacco or Bel Alton) or by formal name (St. Thomas Manor). It is also important to note that the Jesuit organization in what is now the northeastern part of the United States was known first as a mission (1634-1833), becoming Maryland Province from 1833 to 1880; then Maryland-New York Province from 1880 to circa 1975, before being reduced in geographical scope when the New York area was separated from it. For consistency through these administrative evolutions and varying titles, the collection is called simply the Maryland Province Collection (MD PROV COLL), and is divided into series which correspond to geographical locations. Geographically related smaller missions are grouped into a series. For a map and brief organizational history, see "Atlas Geographicus Societatis Jesu" (Paris, 1900), "Provincia Marylandiae-Neo Eboracensis."

Collection-level Access Restrictions

Most manuscripts collections at the Georgetown University Booth Family Center for Special Collections are open to researchers; however, restrictions may apply to some collections. Collections stored off site require a minimum of three days for retrieval. For use of all manuscripts collections, researchers are advised to contact the Booth Family Center for Special Collections in advance of any visit.

Preferred Citation note

Georgetown University Library Booth Family Center for Special Collections, Washington D.C.

Administrative Information

Publication Statement
Maryland Province collection

https://www.library.georgetown.edu/special-collections/manuscripts

Controlled Access Headings

Collection Inventory

Bohemia Manor, Cecil Co., Maryland

Series-level Scope and Content Note
This is an important and often-referred to early Jesuit site in northern Maryland, on the east side of the Chesapeake, near what is now the Delaware state line. Numerous missions developed from this area.

General Note
Series No. in Collection: 1

Identifier: 112

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subjects and Associated Physical Materials</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MD Prov Coll: Bohemia: Records of Bohemia, 1790-1799, 07/01/1790-12/24/1799</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1; Folder 1 (Mixed Materials)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MD PROV COLL -RECORDS OF BOHEMIA MANOR -1790--1799: Manuscript
BOHEMIA MANOR -RECORDS OF -1790-1799: Manuscript
FARMING -RECORDS OF -BOHEMIA MANOR -1790-1799: Manuscript
SLAVES -RECORDS ABOUT -BOHEMIA MANOR -1790-1799: Manuscript
BEESTON, REV. FRANCIS, SJ -FARM MANAGER -BOHEMIA MANOR -1790-1793: Manuscript
INNOCULATIONS OF SLAVES -DESCRIBED -BOHEMIA MANOR -1790: Manuscript
DELAVAN, FR. -MANAGER OF BOHEMIA MANOR -1793-1796: Manuscript
GARNIER, FR. -MANAGER OF BOHEMIA MANOR -1793-1796: Manuscript
MARECHAL, REV. AMBROSE -AT BOHEMIA MANOR -1790S: Manuscript
CLOTHING ALLOWANCES FOR SLAVES -AT BOHEMIA MANOR -CA 1800: Manuscript

Identifier: 19598

Physical Description: This is a significant diary, ledger, or record book, kept first by Fr. Beeston, later by others. Partly in French, it records farm activities, gives some data on the sawmill, and lists clothing given to slaves. There is a smattering of information from the nineteenth century.
MD Prov Coll: Bohemia: Correspondence with Old Bohemia Hist Soc., 08/12/1954-07/30/1964
Box 1; Folder 2 (Mixed Materials)

Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
OLD BOHEMIA HISTORICAL SOCIETY, INC. -CORRESPONDENCE OF -1954-1964: Typed Letter Signed

KRASTEL, FRANK W. -LTRS FROM -OLD BOHEMIA HIST SOC PRES: Typed Letter Signed

Identifier: 19599

Physical Description: Correspondence, mostly invitations, from the Old Bohemia Historical Society, Inc. to staff at Georgetown, and their responses.

MD Prov Coll: Bohemia: Correspondence, incoming, alphabetically., 02/01/1878-03/12/1965
Box 1; Folder 3 (Mixed Materials)

Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
MD PROV COLL -BOHEMIA -CORRESPONDENCE ABOUT -1878-1965: Typed Letter Signed

DIOCESE OF WILMINGTON -LTRS FROM -1960S: Typed Letter Signed

MIDDLETOWN, DELAWARE -LTRS FROM AND ABOUT -1910S: Typed Letter Signed

CLARKE, W. F., SJ -LTR FROM -1883: Autographed Letter

HANSELMAN, REV JOSEPH F., SJ -LTR FROM -1910: Autographed Letter

JOHNSTON, GEORGE -LTR FROM -1878: Autographed Letter

LOCKWOOD, ADELAIDE M. -LTRS FROM -1910S: Autographed Letter

PARSONS, REV. ROBERT A., SJ -LTR FROM -1953: Typed Letter Signed

PRICE, EFFIE C. (MIDDLETOWN, DE) -LTRS FROM -1910S: Autographed Letter

SPEARMAN, A.D., SJ -LTR FROM -1954: Typed Letter Signed

SCARFF, JOHN H. -LTRS FROM -1955: Typed Letter Signed

HISTORIC ROAD MARKER PROGRAM (MD) -LTRS RE BOHEMIA -1955: Typed Letter Signed

Identifier: 19600

Physical Description: Misc. correspondence, mostly incoming, concerning the history of Bohemia.
MD Prov Coll: Bohemia: Original Sources; MSS about., 01/01/1886-12/31/1915
Box 1; Folder 4 (Mixed Materials)

**Subjects and Associated Physical Materials**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identifier:</th>
<th>19602</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description:</td>
<td>MS of article that Rev. E.I. Devitt, SJ, had published in the Records of the American Catholic Historical Society, June, 1913, &quot;Missions of St. Francis Xavier, Cecil County, Maryland.&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Subjects and Associated Physical Materials

**MD PROV COLL - BOHEMIA - SOURCES ON - 1790-1898:** Manuscript

**BOHEMIA - PEW RENT BOOK - 1880S:** Manuscript

**MIDDLETOWN, DELAWARE - PEW RENT BOOK - 1890S:** Manuscript

**PEW RENT BOOK - BOHEMIA MANOR & MIDDLETOWN, DELAWARE - 1886-1896:** Manuscript

**HOGAN, JOHN, SJ - VOWS - 1887 - AT BOHEMIA MANOR:** Autographed Letter

**BOHEMIA MANOR - MEN AT - NOTES ON - BY DEVITT - 1898:** Typescript

**BOOKS - LIST OF AT BOHEMIA MANOR - 1833-1837:** Typescript

**LIBRARY - LIST OF BOOKS AT BOHEMIA MANOR - 1833-1837:** Manuscript

**Physical Description:** Misc. documents: vows by John Hogan, Pew rent book from Bohemia and Middleton, DE; catalogue of books at Bohemia Manor; notes taken at Baltimore Cathedral in 1898 re late 18th c. at Bohemia Manor.

MD Prov Coll: Bohemia: MS of article on, published in Records of Am Ca., 01/01/1913-07/01/1913
Box 1; Folder 5 (Mixed Materials)

**Subjects and Associated Physical Materials**

**BOHEMIA MANOR - ARTICLE ON MISSIONS OF - 1913:** Printed Item

**DEVITT, E.I., SJ - MS OF ARTICLE ON BOHEMIA - 1913:** Typescript

**Identifier:** 19602

**Physical Description:** MS of article that Rev. E.I. Devitt, SJ, had published in the Records of the American Catholic Historical Society, June, 1913, "Missions of St. Francis Xavier, Cecil County, Maryland."
MD Prov Coll: Bohemia: Printed Matter On., 01/01/1912-12/31/1963

**Subjects and Associated Physical Materials**

**BOHEMIA -PHOTOS OF -CA 1960S:** Photograph

**BOHEMIA CHURCH -GUIDEBOOKS TO -1930-1960:** Graphic Image

**BOHEMIA CHURCH CROSS -PHOTOS OF:** Graphic Image

**CROSS -BOHEMIA CHURCH -PHOTOS OF:** Photograph

**Identifier:** 19603

**Physical Description:** Color picture postcards of the church, invitations to dedication, guidebooks to the church, Old Bohemia Historical Society Newsletter, flyers, photographs of the cross.

---

MD Prov Coll: Bohemia: Clippings about., 01/01/1895-12/31/1970

**Subjects and Associated Physical Materials**

**BOHEMIA -CLIPPINGS ABOUT -1895-1970:** Printed Item

**Identifier:** 19604

**Physical Description:** Clippings, mostly from newspapers, including some photographs.

Pennsylvania Missions: Conewago, Goshenhoppen, etc

**Series-level Scope and Content Note**

Conewago, also called McSherrytown, lies about four miles west of Hanover, PA. It was the principal Jesuit site in that area and served missions in the vicinity of Gettysburg, Paradise, York, New Oxford, Carlisle, and other places.

**General Note**

Series No. in Collection: 2

**Identifier:** 113

---

MD Prov Coll: Conewago, PA: Misc. financial records, chronologically., 01/01/1876-12/31/1893

**Subjects and Associated Physical Materials**

**MD PROV COLL -CONEWAGO, PA -FINANCIAL AND LEGAL RECORDS -19TH C:** Manuscript

**CONEWAGO, PA -PAPERS CONCERNING JESUIT MISSION -19TH C:** Manuscript

**Identifier:** 19605

**Physical Description:** Scattered financial records, reports on church construction and/or enlargement, and powers of attorney.

---

MD Prov Coll: Conewago: Correspondence, arranged chronologically., 03/13/1845-09/21/1962

Box 2; Folder 2 (Mixed Materials)
**Subjects and Associated Physical Materials**

MD PROV COLL -CONEWAGO -CORRESPONDENCE -1845-1962: Manuscript

ROOTHAAN, REV JAN, SJ -TO DIETZ, ROGER, SJ -CONEWAGO -1845: Autographed Letter

DIETZ, ROGER, SJ -FROM ROOTHAAN, JAN, SJ (GEN'L) -CONEWAGO -1845: Autographed Letter

VERHAEGEN, PETER J., SJ -TO STEINBACHER, NICHOLAS, SJ -CONEWAGO -1845: Autographed Letter

STEINBACHER, NICHOLAS, SJ -FROM VERHAEGEN, PETER J., SJ -1845: Autographed Letter

ENDERS, JOSEPH, SJ -FROM BP OF PHIL -CONEWAGO -1858: Autographed Letter

FAIRFIELD, ADAMS CO. PA -CATHOLIC COMMUNITY DESCRIBED -1858: Autographed Letter

FAIRFIELD, ADAMS CO. PA -CATHOLIC CONGREGATION -TO REITER, SJ: Autographed Letter

ITALIAN POLITICS -DISCUSSED BY JESUITS IN AMERICA -1859: Autographed Letter

BARRISTER, JOHN, SJ -TO CONEWAGO -1859: Autographed Letter

WINE FOR MASS -HOW TO HANDLE -DESCRIBED -BY BARRISTER -1859: Autographed Letter

LOYOLA COLLEGE, BALTIMORE -GOOD FINANCIAL SITUATION MENTIONED -1859: Autographed Letter

ENDERS, JOSEPH, SJ -TO SUPPLIER OF CROSS -1872: Autographed Letter

DENECKERE, REV. FRANCIS X., SJ -TO CONEWAGO -1872: Autographed Letter

PURBRICK, E.I., SJ -TO COWARDIN, WM. R., SJ -1889: Autographed Letter

COWARDIN, WM. R., SJ -FROM PURBRICK, E.I., SJ -1889: Autographed Letter

REILY, JOHN T. (MARTINSBURG, WV) -TO CONEWAGO -1892: Autographed Letter

BUGGIES -PURCHASE OF DISCUSSED -1897: Autographed Letter

O'LEARY, REV. T. -TO CONEWAGO -1897: Autographed Letter

COWARDIN, WM. R., SJ -TO WHITNEY, JOHN, SJ -1900: Autographed Letter

BOLEN, REV. JOHN T.(CONEWAGO) -TO REPETTI, WM., SJ -1955-1956: Autographed Letter

**Identifier:** 19606

**Physical Description:** Conewago, PA, mission, correspondence, arranged chronologically.
Small quantity of misc notes. Most interesting is an unidentified drawing of a double-spired church, dated 1828. May have been adapted for one of the Pennsylvania churches. Other notes are later excerpts from publications and lists of materials in the Maryland Province Archives.
These are ca 20 page typed MSS with histories of Conewago and themissions. First written by E.I. Devitt, SJ, they were in some cases borrowed, adapted, and extended by Mark J. Smith, SJ. They provide a good series of sketches as of the turn of the century.
MD PROV COLL: Conewago: Devitt & Smith MSS on it & Missions., 05/31/1919-05/31/1919
Box 2; Folder 5 (Mixed Materials)

Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
MD PROV COLL -CONEWAGO, PA -HISTORY OF IT & MISSIONS -1919: Typescript
SMITH, MARK J., SJ -HISTORY OF CONEWAGO, PA -1919: Typescript
CONEWAGO, PA -HISTORY OF -1721-1901 -BY MARK J. SMITH, SJ: Typescript
DEVITT, E.I., SJ -HISTORY OF CONEWAGO, PA -BEFORE 1919: Typescript

Identifier: 19609
Physical Description: Similar to immediately preceding, but contains a lengthier MS (63 pp). "Conewago, 1721-1901: Notes and Suggestions for a History," by Mark J. Smith, SJ, New York, 31 May 1919, part of which was apparently published in Woodstock Letters.

MD PROV COLL: Conewago: Printed Material., 01/01/1892-01/08/1959
Box 2; Folder 6 (Mixed Materials)

Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
MD PROV COLL -CONEWAGO, PA -PRINTED MATERIAL ON -1892-1959: Printed Item
CONEWAGO, PA -PRINTED MATERIAL ON -1892-1959: Printed Item
GUBERNATOR FAMILY -CONEWAGO, PA -GENEALOGY -1892: Printed Item
REILY, JOHN T. -CONEWAGO, PA -AUTHOR OF LOCAL HISTORY -1892: Printed Item
CONEWAGO CHAPEL -POSTCARD OF -CA 1895: Graphic Image
REILY FAMILY -CONEWAGO, PA -GENEALOGY -1892: Printed Item
CONEWAGO, PA & ITS MISSIONS -HISTORY OF -"THE JESUIT" -1959: Printed Item
CONEWAGO, PA -SESQUICENTENNIAL PAMPHLET -1937: Printed Item
CONEWAGO, PA -NECROLOGY -CA 1890: Printed Item
GENEALOGY -INFORMATION ON FOR CONEWAGO, PA -CA 1890: Printed Item
NECROLOGY FOR CONEWAGO, PA -CA 1890: Printed Item
LILLY FAMILY -CONEWAGO, PA -GENEALOGY -CA 1898: Printed Item

Identifier: 19610
Physical Description: Pamphlets and articles on Conewago, plus an early (ca. 1895) German-made postcard (all early postcards were published in Germany where the idea was first developed) with a photo of "Conawago Chapel." A "History of the Gubernator Family of Conewago, PA" from John T. Reily's book on Card. Gibbons.
MD PROV COLL: Conewago: Clippings., 01/01/1870-03/19/1954
Box 2; Folder 7 (Mixed Materials)

Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
CONEWAGO, PA -NEWSPAPER CLIPPINGS ABOUT -CA 1870-1954: Printed Item

HANOVER, PA -NEWSPAPER HISTORY OF -CA 1870: Printed Item

Identifier: 19611
Physical Description: Clippings mostly from newspapers in the area of Conewago, PA:
Carlisle, Hanover, Gettysburg, Littlestown, and from "The Catholic Standard and Times."

MD PROV COLL: Conewago: Lilly Family genealogy., 01/01/1885-12/31/1885
Box 2; Folder 8 (Mixed Materials)

Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
LILLY FAMILY -GENEALOGY -CA 1885 -CONEWAGO, PA: Manuscript

Identifier: 19612
Physical Description: Apparently copied by hand from printed version in Box 2, Folder 6.

MD PROV COLL: Conewago: Mission at Carlisle, PA., 09/25/1704-05/28/1909
Box 2; Folder 9 (Mixed Materials)

Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
CONEWAGO, PA -MISSION AT CARLISLE -COPY OF A DEED -1704: Manuscript
QUEEN FAMILY (CUMBERLAND, CO., PA) -DONORS OF LAND -1704-1775: Manuscript
QUEEN, MR. CHARLES (CUMBERLAND, CO., PA) -INDENTURE -1775: Manuscript
DEVITT, E.I., SJ -LTRS TO -1908-1909 -RE CARLISLE, PA: Autographed Letter

Identifier: 19613
Physical Description: Historical and genealogical inquiries to Devitt; one 1704 deed copy
from Cumberland, Co., PA.

MD PROV COLL: Conewago: Gettysburg Mission., 07/15/1851-09/11/1953
Box 2; Folder 10 (Mixed Materials)

Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
GETTYSBURG, PA MISSION -ST FRANCIS XAVIER CH -1851-1953: Printed Item

CONEWAGO, PA -GETTYSBURG MISSION -ST FRANCIS XAVIER CH -1851-1953: Printed Item

Identifier: 19614
Physical Description: Melange of early MS material and late printed pamphlet on
St. Francis Xavier Church.
The sole item is a booklet commemorating the Diamond Jubilee of the Congregation and the dedication of the new, third church. It has nothing directly to do with the Maryland Province nor the Pennsylvania missions. A Jesuit of the Province, Rev. Patrick H. Brennan, SJ, was a native of the city and honored at the time of the jubilee.

MD PROV COLL: Conewago: Paradise mission., 01/01/1833-12/31/1833

Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
PARADISE, YORK CO., PA -HISE FAMILY -CA 1833: Manuscript
HISE FAMILY -GENEALOGICAL INFO ON -YORK CO., PA -CA 1833: Manuscript

Identifier: 19615
Physical Description: One document, recording death of an aged couple, the Hises, ca. 1833.

MD PROV COLL: Goshenhoppen, PA, 1741-1889., 01/01/1895-12/31/1932

Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
GOSHENHOPPEN, PA -HISTORIES OF -CA 1895 & 1932: Typescript
CHURCHVILLE, PA -HISTORIES OF -CA 1895 & 1932: Typescript
BALLY, PA (BERKS CO.) -HISTORIES OF -CA 1895 & 1932: Printed Item
DEVITT, E.I., SJ -HISTORY OF GOSHENHOPPEN, PA -CA 1895: Typescript
GENEALOGY -BERKS CO., PA -FROM CHURCH REGISTERS -1741-1764: Printed Item
FINK, LEO GREGORY (AUTHOR) "BALLY: A BRIEF HISTORY OF OLD GOSHENHOPPEN: Printed Item

Identifier: 19616
Physical Description: Misc. material on the Goshenhoppen Mission, founded in 1741, largely to serve German immigrants. The first pastor and a significant figure was Fr. Theodore Schneider, former Rector Magnificus of the Univ. of Heidelberg. This folder contains MS by E.I. Devitt, SJ, a few clippings, and a booklet published in 1932 on Goshenhoppen, which at different times was also called Churchville and Bally.

MD PROV COLL: New Castle, PA - St. Mary's Congregation., 09/05/1927-09/05/1927

Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
NEW CASTLE, PA -ST MARY’S CONGREGATION -1927: Printed Item
BRENNAN, PATRICK, H., SJ -HONORED IN HOME TOWN -NEW CASTLE, PA -1927: Printed Item

Identifier: 19617
Physical Description: The sole item is a booklet commemorating the Diamond Jubilee of the Congregation and the dedication of the new, third church. It has nothing directly to do with the Maryland Province nor the Pennsylvania missions. A Jesuit of the Province, Rev. Patrick H. Brennan, SJ, was a native of the city and honored at the time of the jubilee.
Whitemarsh Manor, Prince George's Co., Maryland

Series-level Scope and Content Note
Whitemarsh was a large (ca. 2,000 acres) manor on both sides of the Patuxent River, mostly in P.G. County, but partially in Anne Arundel Co., where the city of Bowie is now located. It was an early installation, and at times the site of formal training programs for Jesuits.

General Note
Series No. in Collection: 3
Identifier: 114

MD PROV COLL: Whitemarsh / Bowie: Correspondence., 06/03/1889-09/28/1964
Box 3; Folder 1 (Mixed Materials)

Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
MD PROV COLL -WHITEMARSH, MD / BOWIE-CORRESPONDENCE -1889-1964: Autographed Letter
WHITEMARSH, MD / BOWIE-CORRESPONDENCE -1889-1964: Autographed Letter
BOWIE, MD -SEE WHITEMARSH / BOWIE: Typed Letter Signed
APPELL, DONALD -HOUSE COMM ON UNAMERICAN ACTIVITIES -TO REPETTI -1958: Autographed Letter
COLEMAN, J., SJ -TO REV. J. HAVENS RICHARDS, SJ -1889: Autographed Letter
RICHARDS, REV. J. HAVENS, SJ -FROM COLEMAN, J., SJ -1889: Autographed Letter
DEVITT, E.I., SJ -TO MULVANEY -RE WHITEMARSH -1915: Autographed Letter
PURTELL, M.A., SJ -HUMOROUS ACCT OF CLOSING WHITEMARSH -1903: Autographed Letter
PURTELL, M.A., SJ -TO KELLY, SJ -1941: Autographed Letter
WHITEMARSH, MD -STORY OF CLOSING & MOVE TO BOWIE -1903: Autographed Letter

Identifier: 19618

Physical Description: A small number of letters from and about Whitemarsh / Bowie. Whitemarsh was the original name and location with Bowie as a mission, but in timeroles reversed and Whitemarsh was served from Bowie.
Maryland Province collection

MD PROV COLL: Whitemarsh / Bowie: Iglehart family material., 01/01/1856-12/31/1931
Box 3; Folder 2 (Mixed Materials)

Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
WHITEMARSH / BOWIE -BAPTISMAL CERTIFICATES & PEW RENT RECEIPTS -19TH C: Printed Item

IGLEHART FAMILY -GENEALOGICAL INFO ABOUT -CA 1856-1890 -WHITEMARSH, MD: Printed Item

IGLEHART, JAMES (WHITEMARSH, MD) -PAPERS -CA 1856-1890: Manuscript

CONFIRMATION CERTIFICATE -IN FRENCH -WHITEMARSH, MD -1861: Printed Item

FIRST COMMUNION CERTIFICATE -IN FRENCH -WHITEMARSH, MD -1867: Printed Item

Identifier: 19619
Physical Description: Contains a subscription list of those willing to contribute to replace the burned church at Whitemarsh (has some Iglehart names) along with other Iglehart family material--baptismal certificates (in French) from the 1860s, and pew rent receipts, 1856-1890.

MD PROV COLL: Whitemarsh / Bowie: Register of baptisms, marriages, etc., 01/01/1818-12/31/1895
Box 3; Folder 3 (Mixed Materials)

Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
MD PROV COLL -WHITEMARSH / BOWIE -REGISTER OF BAPTISMS, MARRIAGES, ETC: Manuscript

WHITEMARSH / BOWIE -REGISTER OF BAPTISMS, MARRIAGES, ETC -1818-1833: Manuscript

BAPTISMAL LISTS -WHITEMARSH, MD -1818-1833: Manuscript

WHITEMARSH, MD / BOWIE -BURIAL LISTS -1870S-1890S: Manuscript

Identifier: 19620
Physical Description: Formerly-bound ledger in boards, but binding now disintegrated. (An indexed typed transcription of baptismal section may be found in folder 4.) Burials listed are much later --1870s-1890s--than the baptisms which are only the first four years, 1818-1822.
Maryland Province collection

MD PROV COLL: Whitemarsh / Bowie: transcription of baptismal register., 12/06/1818-02/04/1822
Box 3; Folder 4 (Mixed Materials)

Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
WHITEMARSH, MD / BOWIE -BAPTISMAL REGISTER TRANSCRIPTION -1818-1822: Typescript

WHITEMARSH, MD -GENEALOGICAL INFORMATION -1818-1822: Typescript

BAPTISMAL REGISTER -1818-1822 -TRANSCRIPTION OF -WHITEMARSH, MD: Typescript

Identifier: 19621
Physical Description: Typed transcription with index.

MD PROV COLL: Whitemarsh: Visitor's Report by Peter Kenny, ca 1831., 01/01/1831-12/31/1831
Box 3; Folder 5 (Mixed Materials)

Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
MD PROV COLL -WHITEMARSH / BOWIE -NOVITIATE VISITOR'S REPORT -1831: Manuscript

WHITEMARSH, MD -VISITOR'S REPORT -REV. PETER KENNY, SJ -1831: Manuscript

KENNY, REV. PETER, SJ -VISITOR'S REPORT AT WHITEMARSH -1831: Manuscript

NOVICES AT WHITEMARSH, MD -VISITOR DISCUSSES THEIR TRAINING -1831: Manuscript

MD PROV COLL -NOVICE TRAINING IN -DISCUSSED -1831: Manuscript

Identifier: 19622
Physical Description: This eleven-page set of "Memoranda" in Kenny's hand largely concerns the spiritual instruction of the novices who were being trained at Whitemarsh at that time. Following is an "Elenchus" in Latin summarizing the sixteen memoranda.

MD PROV COLL: Whitemarsh / Bowie: Baptismal Register, photocopy of., 07/06/1853-07/16/1872
Box 3; Folder 6 (Mixed Materials)

Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
WHITEMARSH, MD / BOWIE -BAPTISMAL REGISTER -XEROX OF -1853-1872: Manuscript

BAPTISMAL REGISTER -WHITEMARSH, MD -1853-1872 -XEROX OF: Manuscript

Identifier: 19623
Physical Description: Photocopies (xeroxes) of Whitemarsh baptismal register. Initial entries by Fr. Dietz. This register mentions that the one in use from 1818 until 1832 was destroyed in a fire, a statement that does not seem accurate considering folder 3.
MD PROV COLL: Whitemarsh / Bowie: Diary, 1833-1836., 01/01/1833-08/31/1836
Box 3; Folder 7 (Mixed Materials)

**Subjects and Associated Physical Materials**
MD PROV COLL -WHITEMARSH, MD -DIARY OF NOVICE LIFE -1833-1836: Diary

WHITEMARSH, MD -DIARY OF NOVICE LIFE -1833-1836: Diary

NOVICE LIFE AT WHITEMARSH -JOURNAL OF -1833-1836: Diary

MD PROV COLL -NOVICE TRAINING -1833-1836 -WHITEMARSH, MD: Diary

WARD, JAMES A., SJ -MANUDUCTOR OF NOVICES -1830S -WHITEMARSH, MD: Diary

GRIVEL, FIDELIS, SJ -MANUDUCTOR OF NOVICES -1830S -WHITEMARSH, MD: Diary

CLARKE, WM. F., SJ -MANUDUCTOR OF NOVICES -1830S -WHITEMARSH, MD: Diary

STONESTREET, CHARLES, SJ -MANUDUCTOR OF NOVICES -1830S -WHITEMARSH, MD: Diary

**Identifier:** 19624

**Physical Description:** Bound notebook in boards bearing the title, "Journal of Manuductor at White Marsh. . ." This person was the "straw boss" or leader from the novices who took his orders from the Master of the Novices. The journal begins in English, goes to Latin, changes hands several times, apparently includes entries by James A. Ward, F. Grivel, Wm. F. Clarke, Charles Stonestreet, and perhaps others. The journal reports daily minutiae of the Novices' lives.

MD PROV COLL: Whitemarsh / Bowie: Diary, 1853-1874; 1897-1904., 01/01/1853-12/31/1904
Box 4; Folder 1 (Mixed Materials)

**Identifier:** 19625

**Physical Description:** Bound notebook within boards; contains not only handwritten entries, but a certain number of clippings pasted in. The entire notebook has been xeroxed and the copy is found in the following folder.
This is a broadside for a play, "Mrs. Briggs of the Poultry Yard," given at White Marsh Hall. A domestic comedy, the performance was to be followed by a strawberry festival and dance, with food for sale--ice cream, custard, pies, etc.
Clippings, mostly from local newspapers, some from church newspapers, about Whitemarsh and, beginning in the 1950s, about Bowie, Belair, and the Levitts to whom the Jesuits sold much of the Whitemarsh land for development. Most of the Jesuits' former manor now lies under Bowie's tract houses.
After the mission moved from Whitemarsh to Bowie in 1903 the tail, ineffect, began to wag the dog. Bowie, then comparatively thriving, and since grown into a huge tract development, completely overshadowed the much older Whitemarsh. Subsequently Bowie became the main parish and served Woodmore and Whitemarsh.
This and the two following folders contain letters and statements (and contemporary and modern copies) pertaining to the lengthy and complex controversy between Ambrose Marechal, Archbishop of Baltimore (1817-1828), and the Jesuits of Maryland over the rights to the income from properties the Jesuits received in the 18th c. Initially concerning several properties, it narrowed to an interest in Whitemarsh because that was closest to Baltimore, or that at least was the reason Marechal gave. The documents here are only a portion of all those pertaining to the controversy. See T. Hughes, SJ, "Hist of Society," Docs., V. 1, Pt 1, 386-600 for further documentation.
MD PROV COLL: Whitemarsh / Marechal Controversy, 1822, 01/18/1822-12/23/1822
Box 5; Folder 2 (Mixed Materials)

Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
WHITEMARSH, MD / MARECHAL CONTROVERSY -1822: Autographed Letter

MARECHAL, AMBROSE, ABP OF BALTIMORE -TO JESUITS OF MARYLAND -1822:
Autographed Letter

MARECHAL, AMBROSE, ABP OF BALTIMORE -TO "PROPAGANDA" AT ROME -1822:
Autographed Letter

POPE PIUS VII -LTR TO MARYLAND -1822: Autographed Letter

NEALE, C., SJ -TO KOHLMAN, ANTHONY, SJ -1822 -RE MARECHAL: Autographed Letter

NEALE, C., SJ -TO FENWICK, BEN., SJ -1822 -RE MARECHAL: Autographed Letter

FORTIS, ALOYSIUS -TO "PROPAGANDA" -ROME -1825: Autographed Letter

"PROPAGANDA" -TO ALOYSIUS FORTIS -1824 -RE MARECHAL: Autographed Letter

CLAY, HENRY, SCTY OF STATE -TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN -LTR OF TRANSMITTAL:
Autographed Letter

MCSHERRY, WM., SJ -TO ECCLESTON, ABP OF BALTIMORE -1837: Autographed Letter

ECCLESTON, SAM., ABP OF BALTIMORE -TO MULLEDY, THOS.: Autographed Letter

CONTROVERSY -WHITEMARSH, MD / MARECHAL, ABP OF BALTIMORE -EARLY 19TH
C: Manuscript

Identifier: 19633

Physical Description: See previous folder description. The year 1822 was the peak year of the struggle.

MD PROV COLL: Whitemarsh / Marechal Controversy, 1824-38 & undated., 01/01/1824-12/31/1838
Box 5; Folder 3 (Mixed Materials)

Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
WHITEMARSH, MD / MARECHAL CONTROVERSY -LTRS, NOTES & MSS -1824-1838:
Manuscript

Identifier: 19634

Physical Description: This folder contains letters, notes, and MSS, from the above dates and undated, on the continuation of the controversy.
Contains a copy of that portion of the Maryland Acts of 1894 that pertain to the Corp. of the Roman Catholic Clergymen that had been established in 1792. Folder also holds notes from E.I. Devitt, SJ.

This extensive printed material reflects the conclusions that "Propaganda" reached in June 1822, and includes supporting documents. Most of it is in Italian with short sections in Latin.

Series-level Scope and Content Note
This series begins with very early (17th c.) documents tracing the rights of the Jenkins family in the property which later was operated by the Jesuits. NB: 'Truth and Trust' and St. Thomas's land adjoined each other in St. Mary's Co., Maryland. This is not the St. Thomas Residence operated by the Jesuits in Charles Co., Maryland, a site lying some thirty miles further west.

General Note
Series No. in Collection: 5

Identifier: 116
Maryland Province collection

MD PROV COLL: Deed, Chas. Calvert to Peter Sayer, 1685., 06/01/1685-06/01/1685
Box 5; Folder 6 (Mixed Materials)

**Subjects and Associated Physical Materials**

CALVERT, CHARLES -WARRANT TO SAYER, PETER -IN CECIL CO -1685: Manuscript

WORRALL MANOR -CECIL CO -TRANSFERRED -1685: Manuscript

BOHEMIA, MD -WORRALL MANOR -TRANSFERRED -1685: Manuscript

SAYER, PETER -RECEIVES LAND IN CECIL CO., MD -1685: Manuscript

JENKINS FAMILY -MAY BE LINKED TO CECIL, CO., MD LAND RECORDS -1685: Manuscript

**Identifier:** 19637

**Physical Description:** A warrant on parchment from Charles Calvert, via his agents Henry Darnall and William Digges, to Major Peter Sayer of Talbot Co., of 1,000 acres (?) of Worrall Manor in Cecil County on the south side of the Bohemia River, done at St. Mary's City, 1 June 1685.

---

MD PROV COLL: Warrant, St. Mary's County, to Thomas Courtney., 05/25/1683-05/25/1683
Box 5; Folder 7 (Mixed Materials)

**Subjects and Associated Physical Materials**

LAND WARRANT -ST. MARY'S CO., MD -TO THOMAS COURTNEY -1683: Autographed Letter

ST. MARY'S CO., MD -LAND WARRANT -1683: Autographed Letter

ST. GEORGE'S CREEK -ST. MARY'S CO., MD -REFERRED TO -1683: Autographed Letter

ST. GEORGE'S WOODS -ST. MARY'S CO., MD -REFERRED TO -1683: Autographed Letter

CALVERT, CHARLES -LAND WARRANT BY -1683: Autographed Letter

ST. THOMAS'S LAND -ST. MARY'S CO., MD -PATENTED -1683: Autographed Letter

JENKINS FAMILY -LAND RECORDS PERTAINING TO HOLDINGS -1683: Manuscript

**Identifier:** 19638

**Physical Description:** Warrant, stained along left edge, and stained and worn through alongcrease; about 75% legible, on parchment. Charles Calvert grants Thomas Courtney 400 or 500 hundred acres of land in St. Mary's Co. Refers to St. George's Woods and a branch of St. George's [Creek] and to a survey taken and returned into the Land Office of the City of St. Mary's on 24 April 1682. Apparently descended through and given by the Jenkins family.
Maryland Province collection

MD PROV COLL: Plat, Cabin Clock Land nr St. Thomas's Land, St. Mary's., 01/01/1780-12/31/1820
Box 5; Folder 8 (Mixed Materials)

Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
JENKINS FAMILY -PAPERS OF -CA 1800: Manuscript

CABIN CLOCK LAND -NR ST. THOMAS'S LAND -ST. MARY'S CO., MD (?): Manuscript

ST. THOMAS'S LAND -PLAT OF LAND ADJOINING? -ST. MARY'S CO, MD -CA 1800: Manuscript

   Identifier: 19639
   Physical Description: A sheet of paper with a plat showing a 202 acre piece of land, apparently called Cabin Clock, adjoining St. Thomas's Land, St. Mary's Co., Maryland. Probably descended in and given by the Jenkins family.

MD PROV COLL: Courses (Bounds) of St. Thomas's Land, 1682., 01/01/1780-12/31/1820
Box 5; Folder 9 (Mixed Materials)

Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
ST. THOMAS'S LAND -BOUNDS OF -1682 -ST. MARY'S CO., MD: Manuscript

JENKINS FAMILY -ST. THOMAS'S LAND -1682 -ST. MARY'S CO., MD: Manuscript

ST. MARY'S CO., MD -LAND IN -1682: Manuscript

   Identifier: 19640
   Physical Description: Slip of paper from a later date describing in degrees the bound information given in the warrant in Box 5, Folder 7. Departs of a "BoundMaple" and also refers to a branch and to St. George's Woods. Probably descended in and given by the Jenkins family.

MD PROV COLL: Bond for 2,000 lbs tobacco, St. Mary's Co., 1767., 09/04/1767-09/04/1767
Box 5; Folder 10 (Mixed Materials)

Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
KINDRICK. WM. JARVIS -BOND TO JOSEPH JENKINS FOR TOBACCO -1767: Manuscript

JENKINS, JOSEPH -RECEIVES BOND FOR 2,000 LBS TOBACCO -1767: Manuscript

JENKINS FAMILY -ST. MARY'S CO., MD -INFORMATION ABOUT -1767: Manuscript

   Identifier: 19641
   Physical Description: Bond of tobacco by Wm. Jarvis Kindrick to Joseph Jenkins for unstated reasons. Witnessed by John Jenkins and Thomas Jenkins. Contains the provision that if Kindrick and family move more than ten miles away from Jenkins and stay more than seven years the bond is to lapse.
Will apparently done in later life. Mentions two parcels of land that he thinks ought to be sold to meet debts--on the Bay side, one called part of Brushyneck and the other called Taylor's Chance. Also mentions St. Thomas's land, Deer Park, Vaughn, and Truth & Trust. Among his sons given bequestswas Augustine (Austin) Jenkins, a Jesuit, to whom he gave 3 pounds, but no property; that went to the others.
Report of a survey establishing a 100 tract in St. Mary's Co., Maryland, for Joseph Wheatley, called Wheatley's Addition, to be created from a 550-acre patent that had been issued to Wm. Maria Farthing in 1714. Was to be held from Calverton Manor.

This is a 1782 copy of the patent to Walter Pake for 300 acres in St. Mary's Co., Maryland, called St. Margaret's, lying on the north side of Neveth [?] Creek. Mentions James Greenwell and Mordecai Hammond as past or present neighbors.

Report of a survey establishing a 100 tract in St. Mary's Co., Maryland, for Joseph Wheatley, called Wheatley's Addition, to be created from a 550-acre patent that had been issued to Wm. Maria Farthing in 1714. Was to be held from Calverton Manor.
Deed of gift from William and Mary Jenkins to their son, Michael, of "St. Thomas's Land," formerly held by Thomas Courtney, except that the 100 acres already given to Ann Jenkins is excluded.

Survey done at the time "Truth & Trust" was being transferred to William Jenkins from William Maria Farthing. Apparently 422 acres were involved, subtracted from larger holdings that Farthing had put together from various named sources—Michael Jenifer Coaring, and John Greenwell. It lay in St. Mary's County on the east side of the St. Mary's River adjoining St. Thomas's Land, formerly held by Capt. Courtney.
Maryland Province collection

MD PROV COLL: Truth & Trust : Deed of sale, Wm. Jenkins to Joseph Jenk., 12/31/1750-12/31/1750

Box 5; Folder 17 (Mixed Materials)

**Subjects and Associated Physical Materials**

JENKINS FAMILY - SELL TO ONE ANOTHER PART OF TRUTH & TRUST -1750: Manuscript

TRUTH & TRUST - ST. MARY'S CO., MD - PART CHANGED HANDS -1750: Manuscript

MD PROV COLL - ST. MARY'S CO., MD - LAND RECORDS -1750: Manuscript

ST. MARY'S CO., MD - LAND RECORDS -1750 - TRUTH & TRUST: Manuscript

**Identifier:** 19649

**Physical Description:** Deed of sale whereby William Jenkins, for 10,000 lbs. of tobacco, sells a 200 acre parcel of Truth and Trust to Joseph Jenkins. Boundary references mention Courtney's Branch and Joseph Jenkins' land called Cabin Neck.

MD PROV COLL: St. Thomas's Land: St. Mary's Co., 1758., 01/04/1758-01/04/1758

Box 5; Folder 18 (Mixed Materials)

**Subjects and Associated Physical Materials**

JENKINS FAMILY - ST. THOMAS'S LAND - ST. MARY'S CO., MD - 1758: Manuscript

ST. THOMAS'S LAND - ST. MARY'S CO., MD - JENKINS FAMILY - 1758: Manuscript

ST. MARY'S CO., MD - ST. THOMAS'S LAND - JENKINS FAMILY - 1758: Manuscript

ST. GEORGE'S CREEK - ST. MARY'S CO., MD - 1758: Manuscript

ST. GEORGE'S WOODS - ST. MARY'S CO., MD - 1758: Manuscript

COURTNEY, THOMAS - REFERRED TO - ST. MARY'S CO., MD - 1758: Manuscript

JENKINS, MICHAEL - TO JENKINS, JOSEPH - ST. MARY'S CO., MD - 1758: Manuscript

JENKINS, JOSEPH - FROM JENKINS, MICHAEL - ST. MARY'S CO., MD - 1758: Manuscript

**Identifier:** 19649

**Physical Description:** Document in very poor condition, damaged by lavish application of "Scotch tape." By the provisions of the deed of sale, Michael Jenkins, for 50 lbs Sterling, sells all of St. Thomas's land to Joseph Jenkins. It is the land formerly held by Thomas Courtney. Boundary definition is in part in terms of St. George's Woods and the main branch of St. George's Creek.
Maryland Province collection

Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
MD PROV COLL: Mitcham Meadows: St. Mary's Co., Maryland, 1764., 05/25/1764-05/25/1764
Box 5; Folder 19 (Mixed Materials)

MD PROV COLL -MITCHAM MEADOWS -ST. MARY'S CO., MD -1764: Manuscript

MITCHAM MEADOWS -ST. MARY'S CO., MD -JENKINS FAMILY -1764: Manuscript

JENKINS FAMILY -ST. MARY'S CO., MD -1764: Manuscript

THOMPSON, JOHN -AND JENKINS FAMILY -BOUNDARY DISPUTE -ST. MARY'S CO, M:
Manuscript

JENKINS FAMILY -BOUNDARY DISPUTE -ST. MARY'S CO., MD -1764: Manuscript

Identifier: 19650

Physical Description: Plat and arbitration of Mitcham Meadows, claimed in part by both John Thompson and Joseph Jenkins, laid out by Benjamin Morgan, a surveyor.

MD PROV COLL: Daniel Friend bond: St. Mary's Co., MD -1779., 08/09/1779-08/09/1779
Box 5; Folder 20 (Mixed Materials)

Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
FRIEND, DANIEL -GIVES BOND TO JOSEPH TOMKINS -1779 -ST. MARY'S CO, MD:
Manuscript

TOMKINS, JOSEPH -RECEIVES BOND FROM DANIEL FRIEND -ST. MARY'S CO., MD:
Manuscript

JENKINS (?), JOSEPH -RECEIVES BOND FROM DANIEL FRIEND -1779: Manuscript

Identifier: 19651

Physical Description: Daniel Friend acknowledges that he is bonded to Joseph Tomkins for 1,000lbs of common currency of Maryland. Witnesses Raphael Payne and Elisabeth Marman. Sureties are Vincent Paine (Payne?), Joseph Marman, and George Howard.
Maryland Province collection

MD PROV COLL: Depositions re St. Thomas, Truth & Trust, & St. Margaret.,
09/19/1779-09/19/1779

Box 5; Folder 21 (Mixed Materials)

Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
MD PROV COLL -ST. THOMAS’S LAND -JENKINS FAMILY -ST. MARY’S CO., MD:
Manuscript

ST. THOMAS’S LAND -JENKINS FAMILY -ST. MARY’S CO., MD -1778: Manuscript

JENKINS FAMILY -ST. MARY’S CO., MD -1779: Manuscript

BEVERLY, GEORGE, JR -ST. MARY’S CO., MD -DEPOSES -1779: Manuscript

WHEATLY, JOHN -ST. MARY’S CO., MD -DEPOSES -1779: Manuscript

GREENWELL, ENOCH -ST. MARY’S CO., MD -DEPOSES -1779: Manuscript

HAMMOND, JOHN -ST. MARY’S CO., MD -DEPOSES -1779: Manuscript

TRUTH & TRUST -ST. MARY’S CO., MD -MENTIONED -1779: Manuscript

ST. MARGARETT’S LAND -ST. MARY’S CO., MD -MENTIONED -1779: Manuscript

DEPOSITIONS -SEVERAL GOOD EXAMPLES -1779 -ST. MARY’S CO., MD: Manuscript

Identifier: 19652

Physical Description: Depositions of George Beverly, Jr., John Wheatly, Enoch Greenwell, and John Hammond, on the subject of boundary trees setting off St. Thomas' Island, Truth & Trust, and St. Margaret's Land, St. Mary's Co., Maryland. Generally refers to period after 1741, and mentions George Beverly, Sr., Wm. Mercer Farthing, Wm. Jenkins, Wm Heard, Mr. Gough, and John Greenwell in addition to those above named.
Maryland Province collection

**MD PROV COLL: St. Thomas's Land: Will of Edm. Courtney Jenkins, 1796., 05/30/1796-05/30/1796**

**Subjects and Associated Physical Materials**
MD PROV COLL -ST. THOMAS'S LAND -JENKINS FAMILY -1796-98: Manuscript

ST. THOMAS'S LAND -ST. MARY'S CO., MD -JENKINS FAMILY -1796: Manuscript

JENKINS FAMILY -ST. MARY'S CO., MD -ST. THOMAS'S LAND -1796: Manuscript

JENKINS, EDMUND COURTNEY -WILL -ST. MARY'S CO., MD -1796: Manuscript

JENKINS, AUGUSTINE, SJ -MENTIONED IN WILL -ST. MARY'S CO., MD -1796: Manuscript

PEAKE, PETER & SARAH -WITNESS WILL -ST. MARY'S CO., MD -1796: Manuscript

HOPEWELL, FRANCES -WITNESSES WILL -ST. MARY'S CO., MD -1796: Manuscript

**Identifier:** 19653

**Physical Description:** Copy of the will of Edmund Courtney Jenkins by which he gives his wife Elizabeth Jenkins the use of "Truth and Trust" (400 acres) and St. Thomas's Land (300 acres) but after her death both are to go to his brother, Augustine Jenkins, to whom he also gives 100 Lbs. Witnessed by Peter Peake, Sarah Peake, and Frances Hopewell. Probated 1798. Copy made for Rev. Francis Neale, SJ, in 1822.

**MD PROV COLL: Deposition mentioning Wm. Jenkins, ca. 1774., 01/01/1774-12/31/1774**

**Subjects and Associated Physical Materials**
JENKINS, WM. -MENTIONED IN DEPOSITION -CA 1774 -ST. MARY'S CO., MD: Manuscript

BEVERLY, GEORGE -MADE DEPOSITION -CA 1774 -ST. MARY'S CO., MD: Manuscript

JENKINS FAMILY -DEPOSITION CONCERNING -ST. MARY'S CO., MD -CA 1774: Manuscript

**Identifier:** 19654

**Physical Description:** Deposition by George Beverly, pertaining to boundaries. Mentions John Culverhouse, Robert Philips, George Craghill, Wm. Jenkins, and Patrick Surty.
Maryland Province collection

Subject and Associated Physical Materials
TRUTH & TRUST -RENTED OUT BY JESUITS -ST. MARY'S CO., MD -1823: Manuscript
MD PROV COLL -TRUTH & TRUST -ST. MARY'S CO., MD -1823 -REFERRED TO: Manuscript
EDELEN, LEONARD, SJ -RENTS FARM ON SHARES -ST. MARY'S CO., MD -1823: Manuscript
FENWICK, WILLIAM -RENTS FARM ON SHARES FROM JESUITS -1823: Manuscript
ADAMS, GEORGE -RENTS FARM ON SHARES FROM JESUITS -1823: Manuscript
SHARECROPPING -BY JESUITS -ST. MARY'S CO., MD -1823: Manuscript
Identifier: 19655
Physical Description: By this date Elizabeth Jenkins had apparently died, leaving the property to Augustine Jenkins who in turn gave it to the Jesuits who were putting it out on shares. This contract, from the Jesuits at Newtown, executed by Leonard Edelen, SJ, with William Fenwick and George Adams, provided that the renter was to receive half the wheat and one-third the other crops.

Subject and Associated Physical Materials
TRUTH & TRUST -RENTED FOR MONEY -1843: Manuscript
MD PROV COLL -TRUE & TRUST -RENTED FOR MONEY -1843: Manuscript
WOODLEY, REV. R.D., SJ -RENTS TRUTH & TRUST -1843: Manuscript
NORRIS, EDMUND -RENTS TRUTH & TRUST FROM JESUITS -1843: Manuscript
MOORE, JAMES M.J. -BUILDS HOUSE FOR JESUITS -ST. MARY'S CO., MD -1843: Manuscript
LILLY, REV. THOMAS, SJ -RENTS ST. THOMAS'S LAND -ST. MARY'S CO., MD: Manuscript
Identifier: 19656
Physical Description: Rev. R.D. Woodley, SJ, rented Truth & Trust to Edmund Norris for 1843 for $40. In August Woodley contracted to have a house, 28 x 18, not including kitchen, built on the farm at a cost of $200. The contract is explicit in describing the house to be built. Also included is a further Oct. 1843 contract between the builder and Edmund Norris for hauling and assisting the bricklayer, and boarding him--$1.50 per week if black, $2.00 if white.
Newtown, Leonardtown, & St. Inigoes--St. Mary's Co

**Series-level Scope and Content Note**

This series groups material on Jesuit places in St. Mary's County, except for 'St. Thomas's Land' and 'Truth & Trust' which were covered in the preceding series. Very little material from those Jenkins-related places were associated with the places of this series except near the end (1840s) when some contracts concerning the two former Jenkins properties were executed by Jesuits stationed at Newtown. Generally, however, while series 5 and 6 both concern St. Mary's County, the two have little in common.

**General Note**

Series No. in Collection: 6

**Identifier:** 117
Further agreement between Jesuits and Goldsborough, more complete than preceding.

**Physical Description:**

19662 Identifier: Receipt pertaining to Rev. Robert D. Woodley, and agreements for two farm rentals at Newton--Potomac Farm to Mary Alvey and Fresh Pond Farm to Francis Goldsborough.

19661 Identifier: Agreement between Rev. Thomas Mulledy, SJ, acting through his agent Enoch Neale, and Mary N. Alvey, for the rent of Potomac Farm.

19660 Identifier: Agreement between Rev. Thomas Mulledy, SJ, acting through his agent Enoch Neale, and Mary N. Alvey, for the rent of Potomac Farm.

19662 Identifier: Further agreement between Jesuits and Goldsborough, more complete than preceding.
An elaborate document expressing the intention of the congregation to build a new church. Also a series of receipts for snuff, wine, brandy, and cigars purchased in Balto for Rev. Robert D. Woodley, SJ.

**Physical Description:**
Rev. Joseph Enders, SJ, rents a "lot" called Greencreek for $30 per year, of which at least two thirds is to be paid in fish, obviously a way to force the tenant to get fish for them. Several bills for items picked up by boat captains going to Baltimore for Rev. Robert D. Woodley, SJ, esp. cigars, candles, toothbrush, and brandy.

**Physical Description:**
Jesuits (Rev. Robert D. Woodley, SJ) buy a slave, Leonard, from Jane E. Smith for $400. Two farms rented--Fresh Pond and the farm where the renter, Mattingly, has been living.

**Physical Description:**
An elaborate document expressing the intention of the congregation to build a new church. Also a series of receipts for snuff, wine, brandy, and cigars purchased in Balto for Rev. Robert D. Woodley, SJ.
MD PROV COLL: Newtown windmill rental, 1847; misc receipts., 01/01/1847-12/31/1847
Box 6; Folder 8 (Mixed Materials)

Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
NEWTOWN, MD - JESUITS RENT WINDMILL FOR 1/3 OF TOLLS -1847: Manuscript
WINDMILL - RENTAL TERMS - NEWTOWN, MD - 1847: Manuscript
ENDERS, REV. JOSEPH, SJ - RENTS WINDMILL - NEWTOWN, MD - 1847: Manuscript
BULLOCK, JOHN - MILLER AT NEWTOWN, MD - 1847: Manuscript

Identifier: 19666
Physical Description: Rev. Joseph Enders, SJ, rents the windmill at Newtown to John Bullock for one third of the tolls allowed by law.

MD PROV COLL: Newtown, Leonardtown, St. Inigoes, 1848., 01/01/1848-12/31/1848
Box 6; Folder 9 (Mixed Materials)

Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
ST. INIGOES - PURCHASES FOR - IN BALTIMORE - 1848: Manuscript
LILLY, REV. THOMAS, SJ - MENTIONED - ST. MARY'S CO., MD - 1848: Manuscript
PURCHASES OF GOODS IN BALTIMORE - DELIVERY BY BOAT TO SOUTHERN MD - 1848: Manuscript

Identifier: 19667
Physical Description: Lists of purchases and receipts for purchases, mostly made in Balto, for Rev. Robert Woodley, Rev. Thomas Lilly, and perhaps others. Provides an interesting list of the many kinds of items that were purchased to run the farm, provide for the slaves, and provide for themselves.

MD PROV COLL: Newtown, Leonardtown, St. Inigoes, 1849., 01/01/1849-12/31/1849
Box 6; Folder 10 (Mixed Materials)

Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
NEWTOWN, MD - PURCHASES MADE BY JESUITS - 1849: Manuscript
LEONARDTOWN, MD - PURCHASES MADE BY JESUITS - 1849: Manuscript
COMBS, REV. IGNATIUS, SJ - MENTIONED - ST. MARY'S CO., MD - 1849: Manuscript
LILLY, REV. THOMAS, SJ - MENTIONED - ST. MARY'S CO., MD - 1849: Manuscript
WOODLEY, REV. ROBERT D., SJ - MENTIONED - ST. MARY'S CO., MD - 1849: Manuscript

Identifier: 19668
Physical Description: Similar to preceding; includes receipts on slave rental, but mostly purchases in Baltimore.
Maryland Province collection

Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
COMBS, REV. IGNATIUS, SJ -MENTIONED -ST. MARY'S CO., MD -1850: Manuscript
WOODLEY, REV. ROBERT D., SJ -MENTIONED -ST. MARY'S CO., MD -1850: Manuscript
NEWTOWN, MD -BILLS & RECEIPTS FROM -1850: Manuscript
LEONARDTOWN -BILLS & RECEIPTS FROM -1850: Manuscript
SUPPLIES -FOR JESUITS & JESUIT FARMS -ST. MARY'S CO., MD -1850: Manuscript
PURCHASES OF GOODS IN BALTIMORE -DELIVERY BY BOAT TO SOUTHERN MD -1850: Manuscript

Identifier: 19669
Physical Description: Bills, duns, and receipt to Rev. Ignatius Combs, SJ, and Rev. Robert D. Woodley, SJ, for a variety of goods: wine, whiskey, sperm oil, candles, screws, cloth, chickens, milk, etc. Most goods were delivered from Baltimore but the food items came from local, St. Mary's Co. suppliers.

Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
LEONARDTOWN, MD -BILLS & RECEIPTS FOR PURCHASES -1851: Manuscript
NEWTOWN, MD -BILLS & RECEIPTS FOR PURCHASES -1851: Manuscript
COMBS, REV. IGNATIUS, SJ -MENTIONED RE BILLS OWED -POST MORTEM -1851: Manuscript
WOODLEY, REV. ROBERT D., SJ -MENTIONED -1851: Manuscript
CIGARS -DIFFICULTY OVER OBTAINING SATISFACTORY QUALITY -JESUITS -1851: Manuscript

Identifier: 19670
Physical Description: Misc. receipts for purchases, mostly from Baltimore. Similar to preceding folder except that Combs, Rev. Ignatius, SJ, has died in the meanwhile, and a Baltimore merchant tries, apparently unsuccessfully, to get Woodley, Rev. Robert D., SJ, to pay the $11.00 Combs owed for whiskey and brandy. Also discussion of cigar quality problems with Woodley, Rev. Robert D., SJ.
MD PROV COLL: Leonardtown & Newtown, 1852., 01/01/1852-12/31/1852
Box 6; Folder 13 (Mixed Materials)

**Subjects and Associated Physical Materials**

MD PROV COLL - LEONARDTOWN & NEWTOWN - 1852 - RECEIPTS FOR PURCHASES:
Manuscript

LEONARDTOWN, MD - RECEIPTS & STATEMENTS FOR PURCHASES - 1852: Manuscript

NEWTOWN, MD - RECEIPTS & STATEMENTS FOR PURCHASES - 1852: Manuscript

WOODLEY, REV. ROBERT D., SJ - MENTIONED - 1852: Manuscript

DOUGHERTY, REV. MICHAEL M., SJ - MENTIONED - 1852: Manuscript

ST. MARY'S CO., MD - JESUIT PURCHASES IN - 1852: Manuscript

PURCHASES OF GOODS - RECEIPTS & STATEMENTS FOR - 1852 - NEWTOWN, MD:
Manuscript

**Identifier:** 19671

**Physical Description:** Misc. receipts for purchases for Leonardtown and Newtown. Fewer receipts than in some other folders although the types are similar. Now Woodley, Rev. Robert D., SJ and Dougherty, Rev. Michael M., SJ receive the statements and receipts.

---

MD PROV COLL: Leonardtown & Newtown, 1853., 01/01/1853-12/31/1853
Box 6; Folder 14 (Mixed Materials)

**Subjects and Associated Physical Materials**

LEONARDTOWN, MD - STATEMENTS & RECEIPTS FOR PURCHASES - 1853: Manuscript

NEWTOWN, MD - STATEMENTS AND RECEIPTS FOR PURCHASES - 1853: Manuscript

DOUGHERTY, REV. MICHAEL M., SJ - MENTIONED - 1853: Manuscript

WOODLEY, REV. ROBERT D., SJ - MENTIONED - 1853: Manuscript

MD PROV COLL - ST. MARY'S CO., MD - 1853: Manuscript

ST. MARY'S CO., MD - JESUIT ACTIVITIES IN - 1853: Manuscript

PURCHASES OF GOODS - RECEIPTS & STATEMENTS FOR - 1853: Manuscript

**Identifier:** 19672

**Physical Description:** Receipts for purchases and services. More services are included herethan in some of the preceding folders, for example horseshoeing and medical services. Dougherty, Rev. Michael M., SJ and Woodley, Rev. Robert D., SJ are mentioned principally.
MD PROV COLL: Newtown, 1854-1855., 01/01/1854-12/31/1855
Box 6; Folder 15 (Mixed Materials)

**Subjects and Associated Physical Materials**
WOODLEY, REV. ROBERT D., SJ -MENTIONED -NEWTOWN, MD -1854: Manuscript
NEWTOWN, MD -STATEMENTS & RECEIPTS FROM -1854: Manuscript
MD PROV COLL -NEWTOWN, MD -1854: Manuscript
  **Identifier:** 19673
  **Physical Description:** Misc. receipts for purchases, Newtown, MD.

MD PROV COLL: Newtown, 1857-1858., 03/09/1857-03/28/1858
Box 6; Folder 16 (Mixed Materials)

**Subjects and Associated Physical Materials**
NEWTOWN, MD -1857-1858 - RECEIPTS FOR PURCHASES: Manuscript
  **Identifier:** 19674
  **Physical Description:** Misc. receipts for purchases. Compared to some of the earlier years, there are few receipts for this period.

MD PROV COLL: Leonardtown & Newtown, 1859., 01/01/1859-12/31/1859
Box 6; Folder 17 (Mixed Materials)

**Subjects and Associated Physical Materials**
ENDERS, REV. JOSEPH, SJ -NEWTOWN - PURCHASES IN BALTIMORE -1859: Manuscript
NEWTOWN, MD -PURCHASES MADE FOR -1859 - IN BALTIMORE: Manuscript
BALTIMORE, MD -MERCHANTS & SUPPLIERS FOR JESUITS -NEWTOWN -1859: Manuscript
LEONARDTOWN, MD - RECEIPTS FOR PURCHASES -1859: Manuscript
NEWTOWN, MD - RECEIPTS FOR PURCHASES -1859: Manuscript
MD PROV COLL - LEONARDTOWN - CA 1858: Manuscript
LEONARDTOWN - RECEIPTS FOR PURCHASES - CA 1858: Manuscript
  **Identifier:** 19675
  **Physical Description:** Misc. receipts for purchases.
MD PROV COLL: Leonardtown & Newtown, 1860., 01/01/1860-12/31/1860
Box 6; Folder 18 (Mixed Materials)

**Subjects and Associated Physical Materials**
ENDERS, REV. JOSEPH, SJ -MENTIONED AS PURCHASER OF GOODS -1860: Manuscript
LEONARDTOWN, MD -RECEIPTS & STATEMENTS FOR PURCHASES -1860: Manuscript
NEWTOWN, MD -RECEIPTS & STATEMENTS FOR PURCHASES -1860: Manuscript
BALTIMORE, MD -SUPPLIERS TO JESUITS IN ST. MARY’S CO., MD -1860: Manuscript
ST. MARY’S CO., MD -JESUIT OPERATIONS IN -1860: Manuscript

**Identifier:** 19676

**Physical Description:** Receipts and statements for goods shipped to Newtown, for Enders, Rev. Joseph, SJ, from Neale, Harris, & Co., Baltimore. The statements often give the names of boats and captains who delivered the goods.

MD PROV COLL: Newtown: Receipts & Statements, 1861., 01/01/1861-12/31/1861
Box 6; Folder 19 (Mixed Materials)

**Subjects and Associated Physical Materials**
ENDERS, REV. JOSEPH, SJ -MENTIONED -NEWTOWN -1861: Manuscript
NEWTOWN, MD -RECEIPTS & STATEMENTS FOR PURCHASES -1861: Manuscript
ST. MARY’S CO., MD -JESUIT OPERATIONS IN -1861: Manuscript

**Identifier:** 19677

**Physical Description:** Receipts and statements for goods shipped to Newtown, for Enders, Rev. Joseph, SJ, from Neale, Harris, & Co., Baltimore. The statements often give the names of boats and captains who delivered the goods.

MD PROV COLL: Leonardtown & Newtown, 1862., 01/01/1862-12/31/1862
Box 6; Folder 20 (Mixed Materials)

**Subjects and Associated Physical Materials**
LEONARDTOWN, MD -RECEIPTS & STATEMENTS FOR PURCHASES -1862: Manuscript
NEWTOWN, MD -RECEIPTS & STATEMENTS FOR PURCHASES -1862: Manuscript

**Identifier:** 19678

**Physical Description:** Receipts and statements for good received by Jesuits at Newtown. Also includes acknowledgement of a sale of goods (hides) from Newtown. Most receipts, however, are for items purchased, generally from Baltimore.
MD PROV COLL: Leonardtown: Enders, Rev. Joseph, SJ, 1863., 01/01/1863-12/31/1863
Box 6; Folder 21 (Mixed Materials)

Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
LEONARDTOWN -RECEIPTS & STATEMENTS FOR PURCHASES -1863: Manuscript
NEWTOWN -RECEIPTS & STATEMENTS FOR PURCHASES -1863: Manuscript
ENDERS, REV. JOSEPH, SJ -PURCHASES FOR NEWTOWN -1863: Manuscript
JESUIT OPERATIONS -ST. MARY’S CO., MD -1863: Manuscript
ST. MARY’S CO., MD -JESUIT OPERATIONS IN -1863: Manuscript

Identifier: 19679

Physical Description: Extensive series of statements (receipts for goods ordered) from Neale, Harris & Co., Baltimore, to Enders, Rev. Joseph, SJ, at Newtown. Show extensive purchases of furniture and housewares and also shows credits to Enders account for wheat the firm had sold for the Newtown Jesuits.

MD PROV COLL: Newtown, Receipts & Statements, 1864., 01/01/1864-12/31/1864
Box 6; Folder 22 (Mixed Materials)

Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
DEWOLF, REV. JOHN B., SJ -MENTIONED -LEONARDTOWN -1864: Manuscript
ENDERS, REV. JOSEPH, SJ -MENTIONED -NEWTOWN -1864: Manuscript
ST. MARY’S CO., MD -JESUIT OPERATIONS IN -1864: Manuscript
JESUIT FARMING OPERATIONS -ST. MARY’S CO., MD -1864: Manuscript

Identifier: 19680

Physical Description: Mostly statements from Neal, Harris & Co., Baltimore, to Newtown for purchases made, but includes a statement of a season’s worth of buggy and harness repairs by Thomas Dillon, and a payment of $15 to Benjamin Foxwell for transporting an organ to Leonardtown. Enders, Rev. Joseph, SJ, and DeWolf, Rev. John B., SJ, are the two Jesuits mentioned.

MD PROV COLL: Newtown, 1865., 01/01/1865-12/31/1865
Box 6; Folder 23 (Mixed Materials)

Identifier: 19681

Physical Description: Receipts and statements for goods and services received during the year.
Maryland Province collection

MD PROV COLL: Leonardtown & Newtown, 1866., 01/01/1866-12/31/1866
Box 6; Folder 24 (Mixed Materials)

Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
DEWOLF, REV. JOHN B., SJ -MENTIONED -ST. MARY’S CO., MD -1866: Manuscript
ENDERS, REV. JOSEPH, SJ -MENTIONED -ST. MARY’S CO., MD -1866: Manuscript
ST. MARY’S CO., MD -JESUIT OPERATIONS IN -1866: Manuscript
LEONARDTOWN, MD -RECEIPTS & STATEMENTS -1866: Manuscript
NEWTOWN, MD -RECEIPTS & STATEMENTS -1866: Manuscript

Identifier: 19682
Physical Description: Receipts and statements for goods and services received.

MD PROV COLL: Newtown: Enders, Rev. Joseph, SJ, 1867., 01/01/1867-12/31/1867
Box 6; Folder 25 (Mixed Materials)

Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
NEWTOWN, MD -RECEIPTS & STATEMENTS FOR PURCHASES -1867: Manuscript
ENDERS, REV. JOSEPH, SJ -MENTIONED -NEWTOWN -1867: Manuscript
ST. MARY’S CO., MD -JESUIT OPERATIONS IN -1867: Manuscript
BALTIMORE MERCHANTS -SUPPLIERS TO JESUITS IN ST. MARY’S CO., MD -1867: Manuscript

Identifier: 19683
Physical Description: Statements and invoices, mostly from Neale Harris & Co., Baltimore, to Enders, Rev. Joseph, SJ, for Newtown, St. Mary's Co., MD.

MD PROV COLL: Newtown & Leonardtown, 1868., 01/01/1868-12/31/1868
Box 6; Folder 26 (Mixed Materials)

Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
ENDERS, REV. JOSEPH, SJ -MENTIONED -NEWTOWN -1868: Manuscript
ST. MARY’S CO., MD -JESUIT OPERATIONS IN -1868: Manuscript

Identifier: 19684
Physical Description: Statements and invoices for good and services received. Similar to preceding folders except that tax receipts from Internal Revenue Service for a tax on carriages now appears.
MD PROV COLL: Leonardtown & Newtown, 1869., 01/01/1869-12/31/1869
Box 6; Folder 27 (Mixed Materials)

Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
ENDERS, REV. JOSEPH, SJ -MENTIONED -NEWTOWN -1869: Manuscript
LEONARDTOWN, MD -RECEIPTS & STATEMENTS FOR PURCHASES -1869: Manuscript
NEWTOWN, MD -RECEIPTS & STATEMENTS FOR PURCHASES -1869: Manuscript
ST. MARY’S CO., MD -JESUIT OPERATIONS IN -1869: Manuscript

Identifier: 19685
Physical Description: Statements and invoices for good purchased by Jesuits. Shows sometobacco being sold by Neale, Harris & Co. of Baltimore for Newtown. Mostreceipts and statements still going to Enders, Rev. Joseph, SJ.

MD PROV COLL: Newtown & Leonardtown, 1870., 01/01/1870-12/31/1870
Box 6; Folder 28 (Mixed Materials)

Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
DEWOLF, REV. JOHN B, SJ -MENTIONED -ST. MARY'S CO., MD -1870: Manuscript
ENDERS, REV. JOSEPH, SJ -MENTIONED -ST. MARY'S CO., MD -1870: Manuscript
NEWTOWN, MD -RECEIPTS & STATEMENTS OF PURCHASES -1870: Manuscript
ST. MARY’S CO., MD -JESUIT OPERATIONS IN -1870: Manuscript
DEWOLF, REV. JOHN B, SJ -MENTIONED -ST. MARY'S CO., MD -1871: Manuscript

Identifier: 19686
Physical Description: Receipts and invoices much the same as in the preceding folders, but with an increasing variety of goods ordered from a larger variety of suppliers in Baltimore, now including furniture stores and printers. In addition, some publications are now ordered directly from New York or Notre Dame, Indiana. A larger proportion of firms tend now to have formally printed statements, and not to use mere slips of paper.

MD PROV COLL: Newtown & Leonardtown, 1871., 01/01/1871-12/31/1871
Box 6; Folder 29 (Mixed Materials)

Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
NEWTOWN, MD -RECEIPTS & STATEMENTS OF PURCHASES -1871: Manuscript

Identifier: 19687
Physical Description: Receipts and statement for goods bought and sold. Similar to preceding folders, but Fr. Enders has now disappeared and DeWolf, Rev. John B. SJ, isthe name on most of the statements. The variety of good purchased continues to widen, with more printed materials, watch repair services, and subscriptions to Catholic periodicals.
Receipts and invoices for goods purchased. Compared to earlier years, there are more receipts for fixtures and publications for the churches. One item for the Medley's Neck Church mentioned. Vicinanza, Rev. C., SJ and DeWolf, Rev. John B, SJ, appear to be recipients of most of the shipments.
Receipts for purchases the Jesuits made. Boone, Rev. E.D., SJ, and Vicinanza, Rev. C., SJ, now appear on most receipts. The local Doctor in Leonardtown, A. Jack Spalding, now has a printed receipt.

Physical Description: Receipts for purchases. Ratio of purchases at Leonardtown rising in comparison with Baltimore, showing that merchants at Leonardtown were becoming better stocked. St. Mary's Co., MD, is clearly now more linked with New York, Cincinnati, and the world, than before the Civil War.

Receipts and statements for goods purchased. Compared to earlier information in this series, more goods now purchased from merchants in Leonardtown itself, and there is less necessity to buy directly from Baltimore.

Receipts for purchases the Jesuits made. Boone, Rev. E.D., SJ, and Vicinanza, Rev. C., SJ, now appear on most receipts. The local Doctor in Leonardtown, A. Jack Spalding, now has a printed receipt.
The folders in this box (7) are organized according to the Church or parish congregation within St. Mary's Co. Newtown and Leonardtown are represented as are many small churches (originally missions) that did not appear as separate entities in the previous box of 19th c. records. Most material in this box is 20th c., clippings and a scattering of published documents, letters, receipts, and invitations. This folder has the material for the church at Avenue, MD.
MD PROV COLL: St. Mary’s Co., MD: Bushwood, MD, 1875-1963., 05/29/1875-06/14/1963
Box 7; Folder 2 (Mixed Materials)

Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
BUSHWOOD, MD -SACRED HEART CHURCH -CA 1875-1963: Printed Item

ST. MARY’S CO., MD -BUSHWOOD -CA 1875-1963: Printed Item

HISTORIC PRESERVATION -JESUIT PROPERTY -DISCUSSED BY LAFARGE -1934: Typed Letter Signed

LAFARGE, JOHN, SJ -DISCUSSED HISTORIC PRESERVATION -1934 -JESUIT PROP: Typed Letter Signed

Identifier: 19696
Physical Description: Includes a 1934 letter concerning historic preservation, by Rev. JohnLaFarge, SJ, following a fire there, and newspaper picture from before the fire with some misleading information in the story.

---

MD PROV COLL: St. Mary’s Co., MD: Chaptico: Our Lady of the Wayside Ch., 01/01/1940-01/29/1965
Box 7; Folder 3 (Mixed Materials)

Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
CHAPTICO, MD -OUR LADY OF THE WAYSIDE CHURCH -20TH C.: Manuscript

ST. MARY’S CO., MD -CHAPTICO -OUR LADY OF THE WAYSIDE CHURCH -20TH C.: Manuscript

Identifier: 19697
Physical Description: Photo, letters, clippings, and an obituary pertaining to this church and location.

---

Box 7; Folder 4 (Mixed Materials)

Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
HOLLYWOOD, MD -ST. JOHN’S CHURCH -1952-1956: Manuscript

ST. MARY’S CO., MD -HOLLYWOOD -1952-1956: Manuscript

Identifier: 19698
Physical Description: Contains several photos of the church and Rev. Johnson.
Maryland Province collection

MD PROV COLL: St. Mary's Co., MD: Leonardtown correspondence., 01/01/1854-12/31/1858
Box 7; Folder 5 (Mixed Materials)

Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
ST. MARY'S CO., MD -LEONARDTOWN -ST. ALOYSIUS CHURCH -1854-1958: Autographed Letter
LEONARDTOWN, MD -CORRESPONDENCE -ST. ALOYSIUS CHURCH -1854-1958: Autographed Letter
KELLY, REV. LAWRENCE J., SJ -TO REV. HIMMEL -RE BUYING A HORSE -20TH C: Autographed Letter
HORSE SELLING -JESUIT TO JESUIT -KELLY AND HIMMEL -1910: Autographed Letter
SLAVES -MARRIAGE PERMITS -1854 -LEONARDTOWN, MD: Manuscript
MARRIAGE PERMITS -FOR SLAVES -1854 -LEONARDTOWN, MD: Manuscript

Identifier: 19699
Physical Description: Contains letters from and about St. Aloysius Church at Leonardtown, as well as miscellaneous material. There are two 1854 permits for slaves to marry.

MD PROV COLL: Leonardtown (and Newtown), 1846--ca 1915., 01/01/1846-12/31/1915
Box 7; Folder 6 (Mixed Materials)

Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
LEONARDTOWN, MD -HISTORY OF -BY DEVITT, E.I., SJ -CA 1915: Typescript
NEWTOWN, MD -HISTORY OF -BY DEVITT, E.I., SJ -CA 1915: Typescript
DEVITT, E.I., SJ -MS ON LEONARDTOWN & NEWTOWN -CA 1915: Typescript
KING, REV. GEORGE, SJ -NOTES ON LEONARDTOWN -CA 1846: Typescript
MD PROV COLL -LEONARDTOWN & NEWTOWN -HISTORIES OF -CA 1915: Typescript

Identifier: 19700
Physical Description: MSS, apparently by E.I. Devitt, SJ, and a few notes by Rev. George King, SJ, on the history of Leonardtown. Since Newtown was closely linked with it, both are, in effect, covered in the MSS.
MD PROV COLL: Leonardtown: St. Aloysius Church, 1947-1962., 01/01/1947-12/31/1962
Box 7; Folder 7 (Mixed Materials)

**Subjects and Associated Physical Materials**

**LEONARDTOWN, MD -PRINTED MAT'L ON -1947-1962:** Printed Item

ST. ALOYSIUS CHURCH -LEONARDTOWN, MD -PRINTED MAT'L ON -1947-1962: Printed Item

DOWNEY, REV. MORGAN A., SJ -MENTIONED -LEONARDTOWN -CA 1954: Printed Item

MEDLEY’S NECK, MD -MENTIONED -CA 1954: Printed Item

NEWTOWN, MD -MENTIONED -CA 1954: Printed Item

**Identifier:** 19701

**Physical Description:** Printed material and photos, mostly of St. Aloysius Church at Leonardtown, but also of the Andrew White, SJ, School at Leonardtown, built ca. 1954 to serve that parish as well as Medley's Neck and Newtown, a so-called interparochial school.

---

MD PROV COLL: Leonardtown: Clippings, 1901-1960., 01/01/1901-12/31/1960
Box 7; Folder 8 (Mixed Materials)

**Subjects and Associated Physical Materials**

**LEONARDTOWN, MD -ST. ALOYSIUS CHURCH -1901-1962:** Printed Item

ST. ALOYSIUS CHURCH -LEONARDTOWN, MD -1901-1962: Printed Item

ROHLEDER, REV. CHAS. H., SJ -MENTIONED -LEONARDTOWN -1951: Printed Item

WHEELER, REV. LOUIS A., SJ -MENTIONED -LEONARDTOWN -1951: Printed Item

MCGARRY, REV. WM. F., SJ -MENTIONED -LEONARDTOWN -1962: Printed Item

DOWNEY, REV. MORGAN A., SJ -MENTIONED -LEONARDTOWN -1954: Printed Item

LEONARDTOWN, MD -PHOTOS OF -1949: Printed Item

**Identifier:** 19702

**Physical Description:** Clippings, mostly about building new church at Leonardtown in 1962.
MD PROV COLL: Mechanicsville, MD: Immaculate Conception Church., 02/05/1954-10/03/1962
Box 7; Folder 9 (Mixed Materials)

Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
MECHANICSVILLE, MD -IMMACULATE CONCEPTION CH -1950S: Printed Item

IMMACULATE CONCEPTION CHURCH -MECHANICSVILLE, MD -1950S: Printed Item

Identifier: 19703

Physical Description: Clippings, with photos of the church and the 1958 shrine.

---

MD PROV COLL: Medley's Neck, MD: Our Lady's Chapel, 20th c., 01/01/1900-12/31/1960
Box 7; Folder 10 (Mixed Materials)

Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
MEDLEY'S NECK, MD -OUR LADY'S CHAPEL -20TH C.: Manuscript

OUR LADY'S CHAPEL -MEDLEY'S NECK, MD -20TH C.: Manuscript

ZWINGE, REV. JOSEPH, SJ -TO WOODS, SJ -RE MEDLEY'S NECK -CA 1900: Autographed Letter

DIAMOND, REV. FRANCIS J., SJ -MENTIONED -MEDLEY'S NECK -1953: Printed Item

Identifier: 19704

Physical Description: One letter with historical information and several photos of the Chapel. Letter is from Joseph Zwinge, SJ, ca 1900, to Fr. Woods, SJ. Clipping.
**Subjects and Associated Physical Materials**

**MD PROV COLL: Morganza, MD: St. Joseph's Church, 1864-1970, 01/01/1864-12/31/1970**

**Box 7; Folder 11 (Mixed Materials)**

**Physical Description:**

- **Identifier:** 19706
- **Physical Description:** Misc. printed material and letters, including some by Rev. Coleman Nevils, SJ, to Rev. James J. Moakley, SJ, explaining how Nevils got to Japan. Moakley's letters talk about the hard financial times in 1931 and 1934 with his church.

**MD PROV COLL: Newtown (& Leonardtown): misc., 1797-1912, 01/01/1797-12/31/1912**

**Box 7; Folder 12 (Mixed Materials)**

**Subjects and Associated Physical Materials**

**NEWTOWN, MD -MISC MAT’L ABOUT -1797-1912: Manuscript**

**MOLYNEUX, REV. ROBERT -TO DUBOURG (?) -1797 (COPY): Manuscript**

**WOODLEY, REV. ROBERT D., SJ -TO DUDDY, REV. P., SJ -1851: Manuscript**

**LEONARDTOWN, MD -TREATED WITH NEWTOWN -MISC MAT’LS -1797-1912: Manuscript**

**REGISTERS -BAPTISM & OTHERS -NEWTOWN -1819-1855 (COPIES): Manuscript**

**Identifier:** 19706

**Physical Description:** Contains a variety of materials--letters, notes, register excerpts, accounts, and subscription list.
Maryland Province collection

MD PROV COLL: Newtown: St. Francis Xavier Church, 1955-1962., 01/01/1955-12/31/1962
Box 7; Folder 13 (Mixed Materials)

Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
NEWTOWN, MD -HISTORY OF -BY BEITZELL, EDWIN W. -1955-1962: Printed Item
BEITZELL, EDWIN W. -AUTHOR OF HISTORIES OF NEWTOWN, MD -1955-1962: Printed Item
NEWTOWN HUNDRED -HISTORY OF -BY BEITZELL, EDWIN W. -1956: Printed Item
BRETTON, WM. (17TH C) -OF NEWTOWN NECK, MD -BIOGRAPHY OF -1955: Printed Item
NEWTOWN, MD -ST. FRANCIS XAVIER CHURCH -HISTORY OF -1962: Printed Item

Identifier: 19707
Physical Description: Mostly printed material on the history of Newtown Hundred, Newtown Neck, and the church. All were written by Edwin W. Beitzell and two were reprinted in the "Maryland Historical Magazine," 1955 and 1956.

MD PROV COLL: Newtown, MD: St. Francis Xavier Church, 1904-1967., 01/01/1904-12/31/1967
Box 7; Folder 14 (Mixed Materials)

Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
NEWTOWN, MD -ST. FRANCIS XAVIER CHURCH -1904-1970: Printed Item
ST. FRANCIS XAVIER CHURCH -NEWTOWN, MD -CLIPPING -1904-1970: Printed Item
MD PROV COLL -NEWTOWN, MD -CLIPPINGS -1904-1970: Printed Item

Identifier: 19708
Physical Description: Clippings, 1904 through 1970, largely on the history of the church and the ruinous condition into which it fell after the Jesuits left it in 1967.

MD PROV COLL: Newtown, MD: St. Francis Xavier Church: photos., 01/01/1960-12/31/1969
Box 7; Folder 15 (Mixed Materials)

Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
NEWTOWN, MD -ST. FRANCIS XAVIER CH -PHOTOS OF -1960S: Photograph
ST. FRANCIS XAVIER CH -NEWTOWN, MD -PHOTOS OF -1960S: Photograph

Identifier: 19709
Physical Description: Photos, slides, and negatives of the church and the manor house.
### MD PROV COLL: Newtown, MD: Archaeological Report, 1982., 01/01/1982-01/31/1982

**Box 7; Folder 16 (Mixed Materials)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subjects and Associated Physical Materials</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>NEWTOWN, MD</strong> -1982 <strong>ARCHAEOLOGY AT ST. FRANCIS XAVIER CH</strong> -<strong>REPORT</strong>: Printed Item</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ST. FRANCIS XAVIER CHURCH</strong> -<strong>NEWTOWN, MD</strong> -<strong>ARCHAEOLOGICAL REPORT</strong> -<strong>1982</strong>: Printed Item</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ARCHAEOLOGY</strong> -<strong>JESUIT SITE</strong> -<strong>NEWTOWN, MD</strong> -<strong>PERFORMED 1982</strong>: Printed Item</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>POGUE, DENNIS J.</strong> -<strong>ARCHAEOLOGIST AT NEWTOWN, MD</strong> -<strong>1982</strong>: Printed Item</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

"**ARCHAEOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS AT ST. FRANCIS XAVIER CHURCH IN NEWTOWN**: Printed Item

| Identifier: 19710 |
| **Physical Description:** A xerox copy of the report, "Archaeological Investigations at St. Francis Xavier Church in Newton (18 ST 16), St. Mary's County, Maryland," by Dennis J. Pogue. This report, of some 100 pages, contains a brief history of the church and manor adjacent, several photographs, and a number of drawings of layout, all of which provide a good idea of the former Jesuit property. |

### MD PROV COLL: Patuxent, MD: St. Nicholas Church, 1820-1960., 01/01/1820-12/31/1960

**Box 7; Folder 17 (Mixed Materials)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subjects and Associated Physical Materials</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>PATUXENT, MD</strong> -<strong>ST. NICHOLAS CHURCH</strong> -<strong>MISC</strong> -1820-1960: Printed Item</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DEROSEY, REV. SEBASTIAN, SJ</strong> -<strong>SKETCH OF LIFE (COPY)</strong> -1932: Printed Item</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ST. NICHOLAS CHURCH</strong> -<strong>PATUXENT, MD</strong> -<strong>MISC</strong> -1817-1960: Printed Item</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PATUXENT RIVER NAVAL AIR STATION</strong> -<strong>CLIPPINGS ABOUT</strong> -1960S: Printed Item</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NAVAL AIR STATION, PATUXENT RIVER</strong> -<strong>CLIPPINGS ABOUT</strong> -1960S: Printed Item</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Identifier: 19711 |
| **Physical Description:** Mixture of one early document (1820), historical sketches, ca 1915, and post World War II clippings. |
MD PROV COLL: Piney Point, MD: Holy Family Church, 1956., 11/01/1956-12/31/1956
Box 7; Folder 18 (Mixed Materials)

Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
PINEY POINT, MD - HOLY FAMILY CHURCH - PHOTOS OF - 1956: Photograph

HOLY FAMILY CHURCH - PINEY POINT, MD - PHOTOS OF - 1956: Photograph

  Identifier:  19712
  Physical Description: Black and white photos of Holy Family Church, with caption "(closed)", showing oil tanks in the background.

MD PROV COLL: Ridge, MD: St. Nicholas Church, photo, 1956., 11/01/1956-11/30/1956
Box 7; Folder 19 (Mixed Materials)

Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
RIDGE, MD - ST. NICHOLAS CHURCH - PHOTOS 1956: Photograph

RIDGE, MD - ST. NICHOLAS H.S. & CONVENT - PHOTO - 1961: Photograph

ST. NICHOLAS CHURCH - RIDGE, MD - PHOTO - 1956: Photograph

  Identifier:  19713
  Physical Description: Two photos, one of church in 1956, one of high school and convent in 1961.

MD PROV COLL: St. George's Island, MD: St. Francis Xavier Church., 08/01/1967-08/31/1967
Box 7; Folder 20 (Mixed Materials)

Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
ST. GEORGE'S ISLAND, MD - ST. FRANCIS XAVIER CHURCH - PHOTO OF - 1967: Photograph

ST. FRANCIS XAVIER CHURCH - ST. GEORGE'S ISLAND, MD - PHOTO OF - 1967: Photograph

  Identifier:  19714
  Physical Description: One black and white photo of church.
**Subjects and Associated Physical Materials**

ST. INIGOES, MD - CORRESPONDENCE SENT & REC'D - 1874-1956: Autographed Letter

DRINK - WARNING TO LOOK OUT FOR - MENTIONED IN LETTER - 1874: Autographed Letter

NEALE, REV JAMES PYE, SJ - TO SUMNER, REV. JOHN S., SJ - 1878: Autographed Letter

COLORED PEOPLE'S BENEFICIAL SOCIETY - AT ST. INIGOES - MENTIONED - 1878: Autographed Letter

BENEFICIAL SOCIETY - FOR BLACKS - AT ST. INIGOES - DISCUSSED - 1878: Autographed Letter

METHODISM, HOTBED OF - WESTERN MD COLLEGE - DISCUSSED - 1891: Autographed Letter

WESTERN MD COLLEGE - HOTBED OF METHODISM - DISCUSSED - 1891: Autographed Letter

ST. GEORGE'S ISLAND - BUILDING & FURNISHINGS - DISCUSSED - 1893: Autographed Letter

GIRAUD, REV. J.M., SJ - LTRS FROM - 1890S: Autographed Letter

RICHARDS, REV. J. HAVENS, SJ - NEGOTIATION WITH STEAMBOAT CO - 1896: Typed Letter Signed

ICE HOUSE FOR ST. INIGOES - DISCUSSED - 1896: Autographed Letter

HORSE - GIVEN BY GEORGETOWN - TO ST. INIGOES - 1897: Autographed Letter

FALL WHILE PUTTING UP WIRELESS APPARATUS - ST. INIGOES - 1913: Autographed Letter

SEGREGATED CHURCH - LTR PROPOSING BUILDING ONE - AT ST. INIGOES - 1913: Autographed Letter

ST. INIGOES - CONSTRUCTION OF SEGREGATED CHURCH PROPOSED - 1913: Autographed Letter

SEGREGATED CHURCH AT ST. INIGOES - OPPOSED BY CARD. GIBBONS - 1913: Autographed Letter

GIBBONS, JAMES CARD. - OPPOSES SEGREGATED CHURCH AT ST. INIGOES - 1913: Autographed Letter

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Identifier:</strong></th>
<th>19715</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Physical Description:</strong></td>
<td>A wide variety of scattered letters to, from, and about St. Inigoes. Later and separate in concept than those on St. Inigoes elsewhere in this collection.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Mostly short pieces and random notes, except that Fr. John F. Carroll, SJ, wrote about six pages and Fr. Repetti put down several pages from his own experiences at St. Inigoes in the early 20th c.

Physical Description

Identifier: 19716

Diary or house record, bound in boards, of St. Ignatius Residence at St. Inigoes (later St. Michael's at Ridge, MD). Apparently written in part by Rev. John LaFarge, SJ.
Newspaper clippings, mostly concerned with the preservation of the disused church by volunteer Navy personnel from Patuxent River.

ST. INIGOES -HISTORY OF -BY DEVITT, REV. E.I., SJ -CA 1916: Typescript

Typed, ca. 27 page MS history of St. Inigoes and Ridge covering period 1634-1915. Written by Rev. E.I. Devitt, SJ, ca. 1916.

Photos and reprints of things available elsewhere, except for a small "Report" and fundraising pamphlet on the St. Inigoes Mission Schools, 1916-1917. This was a time when efforts were being made to provide schools for both whites and blacks in Southern Maryland.

Newspaper clippings, mostly concerned with the preservation of the disused church by volunteer Navy personnel from Patuxent River.

Typescript

Maryland Province collection
St. Thomas's Manor and Missions, Charles Co., MD

**Series-level Scope and Content Note**
Similar to the immediately preceding series for St. Mary's County, this one concerns an equivalent principal location and the missions and properties that emanated from it in Charles Co.

**General Note**
Series No. in Collection: 7

Identifier: 118

---

MD PROV COLL: St. Thomas, Charles Co., MD, 1948, 01/01/1948-12/31/1948

**Subjects and Associated Physical Materials**
ST. THOMAS' MANOR -CHAS CO., MD -SCRAPBOOK OF -1948: Album

Identifier: 19721

Physical Description: Scrapbook created at the time of the sesquicentennial of St. Ignatius' Church at St. Thomas' Manor, Bel Alton & Port Tobacco, MD.

---

MD PROV COLL: St. Thomas: Charles Co., MD: Printed Mat'l., 01/01/1948-12/31/1962

**Subjects and Associated Physical Materials**
ST. THOMAS' MANOR -CHARLES CO., MD -PRINTED MAT'L ABOUT -1948-1962: Printed Item

Identifier: 19722

Physical Description: Some material the same as in preceding folder, in different form. Here are also invitations and short historic sketches of St. Thomas Manor.
Maryland Province collection

MD PROV COLL: St. Thomas: Charles Co., MD: Devitt's work on., 01/01/1898-01/01/1910
Box 9; Folder 3 (Mixed Materials)

**Subjects and Associated Physical Materials**
ST. THOMAS -CHARLES CO., MD -HISTORY OF -MSS & PRINT -CA 1898: Printed Item

DEVITT, REV. E.I., SJ -HISTORY OF ST. THOMAS -CHARLES CO., MD -1898: Printed Item

CHARLES CO., MD -JESUIT ACTIVITIES IN -DESCRIBED: Printed Item

**Identifier:** 19723

**Physical Description:** Typed MSS of various period, apparently by Devitt, Rev. E.I., SJ, plus a printed "Discourse" that he delivered in 1898 for the Centennial celebration of St. Ignatius' Church, St. Thomas.

---

MD PROV COLL: St. Thomas: Charles Co., MD: Misc about, 1838-1966., 01/01/1838-12/31/1966
Box 9; Folder 4 (Mixed Materials)

**Subjects and Associated Physical Materials**
ST. THOMAS -CHARLES CO., MD -MISC CORRESPONDENCE TO & FROM -1838-1966: Autographed Letter

MULLEDY, REV. THOMAS F., SJ -TO DZIEROZYNSKI, SJ -1838: Autographed Letter

CONNOLLY, WM. F. -TO SHANDELLE, REV. HENRY J., SJ -1898: Autographed Letter

SHANDELLE, REV. HENRY J., SJ -LTR FROM WM. F. CONNOLLY -1898: Autographed Letter

RICHARD, REV. J. HAVENS, SJ -LTRS RECEIVED -1890S: Autographed Letter

BARBER, SAMUEL -TO REV. JOHN EARLY, SJ -1863: Autographed Letter

NEALE, FRANCIS D. -TO DEVITT, E.I., SJ -1898: Autographed Letter

BRADY, REV. R.W., SJ -FROM OHIO PRISON CHAPLAIN 1889: Autographed Letter

PRISON CHAPLAIN, OHIO PENITENTIARY -TO BRADY, REV. R.W., SJ -1889: Autographed Letter

**Identifier:** 19724

**Physical Description:** Contains a variety of letters over a long span, to, from, and about St. Thomas, Charles Co., MD, as well as a copy of the original grant, a sermon, and invitations.
Maryland Province collection

MD PROV COLL: St. Thomas: Charles Co., MD: Clippings, 1867-1970., 01/01/1867-12/31/1970
Box 9; Folder 5 (Mixed Materials)

Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
ST. THOMAS -CHARLES CO., MD -CLIPPINGS -1867-1970: Printed Item
ST. IGNATIUS CHURCH -ST. THOMAS, MD -CLIPPINGS -1867-1970: Printed Item
BEL ALTON, MD -CHARLES CO. -REFERRED TO -CLIPPINGS -1867-1970: Printed Item
PORT TOBACCO, MD -CHARLES CO. -REFERRED TO -CLIPPINGS -1867-1970: Printed Item
CHAPEL POINT, MD -CHARLES CO. -REFERRED TO -CLIPPINGS -1867-1970: Printed Item
JESUIT OPERATIONS -CHARLES CO., MD -REFERRED TO -CLIPPINGS -1867-1970: Printed Item
CHARLES CO., MD -JESUIT OPERATIONS IN -CLIPPINGS -1867-1970: Printed Item

Identifier: 19725
Physical Description: Newspaper clippings about St. Thomas and vicinity, referred to also as St. Ignatius Church, Bel Alton, MD, Port Tobacco, MD, Chapel Point, MD, all in Charles Co.

MD PROV COLL: St. Thomas' Manor: Charles Co., MD: Library, 1836., 01/01/1836-12/31/1926
Box 9; Folder 6 (Mixed Materials)

Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
MD PROV COLL -ST. THOMAS' MANOR -LIST OF BOOKS IN LIBRARY -1836: Manuscript
ST. THOMAS -CHARLES CO., MD -LIST OF BOOKS IN LIBRARY -1836: Manuscript
BOOK LIST -IN LIBRARY AT ST. THOMAS' MANOR -1836: Manuscript
LIBRARY -ST. THOMAS' MANOR -LIST OF BOOKS IN -1836: Manuscript
MASS INTENTIONS BOOK -TYNAN, REV. WM. J., SJ -ST. THOMAS -1925-1926: Manuscript
TYNAN, REV. WM. J., SJ -MASS INTENTIONS -1925-1926: Manuscript
ST. THOMAS -MASS INTENTIONS -1925-1926 -REV. WM. J. TYNAN, SJ: Manuscript

Identifier: 19726
Physical Description: List of books in the library at St. Thomas' Manor in 1836. French and Latin appear to predominate, but many works in English figure in the list. Authors are given in about half the cases, dates rarely. In addition, the folder holds a mass intentions notebook from 1925-1926 at St. Thomas' of "W.J.T." (Rev. Wm. J. Tynan, SJ?)
MD PROV COLL: St. Thomas’ Missions, Charles Co., MD: Cornwallis Neck., 01/01/1870-12/31/1873

Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
ST. THOMAS' MISSIONS -CHARLES CO., MD -CORNWALLIS NECK -PEW RENTS -187:
Manuscript

CHARLES CO., MD -JESUIT OPERATIONS IN -CORNWALLIS NECK -1870-1873: Manuscript

CORNWALLIS NECK CHURCH -CHARLES CO., MD -PEW RENTS -1870-1873: Manuscript

PEW RENTS -CORNWALLIS NECK CHURCH -CHARLES CO., MD -1870-1873: Manuscript

Identifier: 19727

Physical Description: Pew rent book for Cornwallis Neck Church, served from St. Thomas’ Manor. Shows names by race.


Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
GLYMONT, MD -ST. CHARLES (?) CHURCH -PHOTO -CA 1958: Photograph

INDIAN HEAD, MD -REFERRED TO -IN REGARD TO GLYMONT -CA 1958: Photograph

Identifier: 19757

Physical Description: One photo and one slide; church is described as a mission from St. Mary-Star-of-the-Sea at Indian Head.

MD PROV COLL: St. Thomas’ Missions, Charles Co., MD: Hill Top, 1895--, 01/01/1895-12/31/1958

Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
MD PROV COLL -ST. THOMAS' MISSIONS -CHARLES CO., MD -HILL TOP -1895--: Printed Item

ST. THOMAS' MISSIONS -CHARLES CO., MD -HILL TOP -PHOTOS -1950S: Printed Item

CHARLES CO., MD -JESUIT OPERATIONS IN -HILL TOP -1895-1958: Printed Item

HILL TOP, MD -ST. IGNATIUS CHURCH -PHOTOS & SLIDES -1950S: Printed Item

ST. IGNATIUS CHURCH -HILL TOP -CHARLES CO., MD -1895-1958: Printed Item

PHOTOS -OF ST. IGNATIUS CHURCH -HILL TOP, MD -1950S: Photograph

Identifier: 19728

Physical Description: Photos, slides, one clipping, one letter, and memorabilia of St. Ignatius Church, Hill Top, MD. Tickets for lectures that Devitt, Rev. E.I., SJ, gave there in 1895.
MD PROV COLL: St. Thomas’ Missions, Charles Co., MD: La Plata., 01/01/1920-12/31/1966
Box 10; Folder 3 (Mixed Materials)

**Subjects and Associated Physical Materials**

MD PROV COLL -ST. THOMAS’ MISSIONS, CHARLES CO., MD -LA PLATA -20TH C: Photograph

ST. THOMAS' MISSIONS -CHARLES CO., MD -LA PLATA -1920-1966: Photograph

LA PLATA, MD -SACRED HEART CH & ABP NEALE SCHOOL -1952-1965: Photograph

LA PLATA, MD -SACRED HEART H.S. -GRADUATION -CA 1934: Photograph

HENNESSY, REV. C.J., SJ -MENTIONED -LA PLATA, MD -1934: Photograph

MATTHEWS, FR., SJ -NOTES FROM ? -LA PLATA, MD -1920S: Manuscript

**Identifier:** 19729

**Physical Description:** Contains a variety of late, mostly illus., material on Sacred Heart Church (1965), the earlier church, Archbishop Neale School (1952), Sacred Heart H.S., and the convent, along with some letters and invitations.

---

MD PROV COLL: Charles Co., MD; McConchie, photos, 1950s., 01/01/1958-12/31/1958
Box 10; Folder 3.1 (Mixed Materials)

**Subjects and Associated Physical Materials**

MCCONCHIE, MD -ST. KATHERINE'S CHURCH -PHOTOS -CA 1950S: Photograph

ST. KATHERINE’S CHURCH -MCCONCHIE, MD -PHOTOS -CA 1950S: Photograph

CHARLES CO., MD -JESUIT (OR FORMER JESUIT) MISSIONS IN -1950S: Photograph

MD PROV COLL -CHARLES CO., MD -JESUIT MISSIONS IN -PHOTOS: Photograph

**Identifier:** 19758

**Physical Description:** Several black-and-white photos, interior and exterior, and several slides of St. Katherine's Church, McConchie, MD.
MD PROV COLL: St. Thomas’ Missions, Charles Co., MD: Newport, 1870-195,
01/01/1870-12/31/1955

Box 10; Folder 4 (Mixed Materials)

Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
ST. THOMAS' MISSIONS -CHARLES CO., MD -NEWPORT -CLIPPINGS -1890S-1950S: Printed Item
CHARLES CO., MD -JESUIT OPERATIONS IN -NEWPORT -CLIPPINGS -1890S-1950S: Printed Item
NEWPORT, MD -ST. MARY'S CHURCH -HISTORIES OF -1890S & 1950S: Printed Item
PEW RENT RECEIPT (BLANK) -1870S -NEWPORT, CHARLES CO., MD: Printed Item
POMFRET, MD -CHURCH -MENTIONED WITH NEWPORT CHURCH -CA 1870S: Printed Item
PARISH PRIEST -INFORMATION FROM PREDECESSOR -NEWPORT, MD -1870S: Manuscript

Identifier: 19730
Physical Description: Misc. about St. Mary's Church, Newport, including a blank pew receipt from the 1870s (printed by Murphy in Balto), and historical sketches from the 1890s and 1950s.

MD PROV COLL: St. Thomas’ Missions, Charles Co., MD: Newport Pew Rents.,
01/01/1863-12/31/1878
Box 10; Folder 5 (Mixed Materials)

Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
MD PROV COLL -ST. THOMAS' MISSIONS CHARLES CO., MD -NEWPORT -PEW RENTS: Manuscript
ST. THOMAS' MISSIONS -CHARLES CO., MD -NEWPORT -PEW RENTS -1863-1878: Manuscript
NEWPORT, MD -CHARLES CO. -PEW RENTS -BY RACE -1863-1878: Manuscript
PEW RENTS -NEWPORT, MD -1863-1878 -BY RACE -1863-1878: Manuscript
PEW RENTS -ST. MARY'S CHURCH -NEWPORT, MD -1863-1878: Manuscript
RACE -GIVEN ON PEW RENT LISTS -1863-1878 -CHAS CO., MD: Manuscript

Identifier: 19731
Physical Description: Two pew rent books, one for whites, 1863-1877, and one for blacks, 1871-1878, with some burials listed in the latter, with reasons for death listed in some cases.
### Maryland Province collection

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identifier</th>
<th>Physical Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19734</td>
<td>A miscellany of photos, printed material, clippings, correspondence, pew rent receipt, and notes concerning St. Joseph's Church, Pomfret. No race indicated; holders apparently all white. Some payments shown in kind.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19733</td>
<td>Pew Rent book for St. Joseph's Church, Pomfret. No race indicated; holders apparently all white. Some payments shown in kind.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19734</td>
<td>Newspaper clippings--many lengthy and informative--on the history of Port Tobacco near which, but not exactly in which, the Jesuits were active.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
ST. THOMAS' MISSIONS - CHARLES CO., MD - ST. CLEMENT'S MANOR - 1771: Manuscript
ST. CLEMENT'S MANOR - CHARLES CO. - RENT BOOK - 1771: Manuscript
RENT BOOK - ST. CLEMENT'S MANOR - CHARLES CO., MD - 1771: Manuscript
BUSHWOOD - REFERRED TO IN 1771 RENT BOOK - ST. CLEMENT'S MANOR: Manuscript

Identifier: 19735
Physical Description: Contains a highly fragile rent book from St. Clement's Manor, dated 1771, but which appears to contain information at least as early as 1727. Must be used with great care. The folder also contains a ca. 1970 flyer on the "St. Clement's Island--Potomac Museum and the Potomac Archaeological Park."

St. Joseph's Manor (Tuckahoe), Talbot, Co., MD
Series-level Scope and Content Note
St. Joseph's Manor was on the Eastern Shore of Maryland near the head of the Wye River. Additional eighteenth-century material on this site is available in the Joseph Mosley Papers.

General Note
Series No. in Collection: 8
Identifier: 119
MD PROV COLL: St. Joseph's Manor, nr Cordova, Talbot Co., MD., 01/01/1953-12/31/1965
Box 11; Folder 2 (Mixed Materials)

Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
ST. JOSEPH'S MANOR -CORDOVA, MD -SLIDES & MISC -1953-1965: Printed Item
TUCKAHOE -ST. JOSEPH'S MANOR -NR CORDOVA, MD -1953-1865: Printed Item
CORDOVA, MD -ST. JOSEPH'S MANOR -MISC -1953-1965: Printed Item
TALBOT CO., MD -FORMER JESUIT MANOR IN -ST. JOSEPH'S -1953-1965: Printed Item
PHOTOS (SLIDES) -ST. JOSEPH'S -TALBOT, CO., MD -CA 1950S: Photograph

Identifier: 19737
Physical Description: Slides, correspondence, printed matter, and clippings about St. Joseph's Manor or Church, near Cordova (also called Tuckahoe). During this period the church was not Jesuit, but was under the control of the Bp of Wilmington. Nevertheless, a certain amount of communication between St. Joseph's and Georgetown continued, bringing this material.

Frederick, MD: St. John's Ch. & Coll.; Novitiate

Series-level Scope and Content Note
'Frederick, Md.' insofar as the Jesuits are concerned is a confused matter due to the frequently changing scope of their operations there. St. John's Church was the earliest form of Jesuit service, but in 1829-1859 they also operated a 'St. John's Literary Institution' which came to be called St. John's College. The Jesuits later phased this out and it devolved into a lower-level school. At the same time, two orders of nuns operated schools for girls, and, from 1834 until 1903 The Maryland-New York Province maintained its Novitiate training for entering Jesuits in Frederick. Most of the above operations took place near the present St. John's Church on Second Street, but there was one site outside of town and also a 'villa' or vacation spot west of Frederick, where biological warfare research is now conducted by the U.S. government. At various times the Society served a half-dozen missions within Frederick County. The bulk of papers in this series pertain to the Novitiate, the next largest group to the College, and the rest to the Church or personalities. None pertain directly to the missions in Frederick County outside the city.

General Note
Series No. in Collection: 9
Identifier: 120

MD PROV COLL: Frederick, MD: Correspondence, 19th c., 12/15/1806-10/10/1899
Box 11; Folder 3 (Mixed Materials)

Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
FREDERICK, MD -CORRESPONDENCE -19TH C: Manuscript
MALEVE, REV. FRANCIS, SJ -TO HIS MOTHER IN BELGIUM -RE FARMING -1806: Autographed Letter
FARMING IN AMERICA -DESCRIBED IN A LTR TO BELGIUM -MALEVE -1806: Autographed Letter
AGRICULTURE -DIFFERENCES BETWEEN AMERICA & EUROPE -DISCUSSED -1806:
WARD, REV. JAMES A., SJ -CHIDES UNKNOWN FOR SENDING NO NEWS -1860: Autographed Letter

GARESCHE -INTERVENES W/ GOVERNMENT RE NOVITIATE AT FREDERICK, MD -1862: Autographed Letter

FREDERICK, MD, NOVITIATE -SURGEON GEN’L ORDERS NO INTERFERENCE -1862: Autographed Letter

WARD, REV. JAMES A., SJ -THANK-YOU TO CONEWAGO -FROM FREDERICK -1862: Autographed Letter

HORSE-DRAWN VEHICLE -TRAVEL BY -DISCUSSED -1862: Autographed Letter

CARROLL MANOR, MD -SENSUAL DINNER AT -1864: Autographed Letter

JUDGE, REV. WM. H., SJ -TO RICHARDS, REV. J. HAVENS -1889: Autographed Letter

RICHARDS, REV. J. HAVENS -LTRS FROM VARIOUS JESUITS -1889: Autographed Letter

CATHOLIC DEAF & BLIND FROM EXPLOSION -COMMUNICATION WITH -1890: Autographed Letter

DEAF & BLIND MAN -FROM EXPLOSION -HOW TO COMMUNICATE WITH? -1890: Autographed Letter

BLIND & DEAF -FROM EXPLOSION -HOW TO COMMUNICATE WITH? -1890: Autographed Letter

HAGEN, REV. JOHN G., SJ -ASTRONOMER -GETS FINANCIAL WINDFALL: Autographed Letter

GOULDEN, BR -SOUGHT AS CONSTRUCTION CONSULTANT -FREDERICK, MD -1891: Autographed Letter

LAY TEACHER SOUGHT -CONDITIONS STATED -FREDERICK, MD -1890: Autographed Letter

GEORGETOWN -CANDIDATES FOR HONORARY DEGREES MENTIONED -1893: Autographed Letter

BOOKS FOR FREDERICK, MD, NOTIVIATE -DISCUSSED -1893: Autographed Letter

HOLY GHOST -MORE LIKE A PROVINCIAL THAN A RECTOR -1896: Autographed Letter

BOYLE -WOULD-BE NOVICE -DISCUSSED -1896: Autographed Letter

O’ROURKE, REV. J.H., SJ -LTRS FROM -1890S: Autographed Letter
Letters to, from, and about Frederick. In the first (actually from Georgetown), a Belgian Jesuit explains to his mother the characteristics of American agriculture that he thinks noteworthy, and describes the Indians who visit Washington annually.
MD PROV COLL: Frederick, MD: Correspondence, 1900-1963., 11/08/1900-06/27/1963
Box 11; Folder 4 (Mixed Materials)

**Subjects and Associated Physical Materials**
FREDERICK, MD -CORRESPONDENCE -1900-1963: Typed Letter Signed

O'ROURKE, REV. J.H., SJ -LTRS FROM -1900S: Autographed Letter

GAFFNEY, REV., SJ -JUBILEE DISCUSSED -1900 -FREDERICK, MD: Autographed Letter

NEVILS, REV. COLEMAN, SJ -INVITED TO SPEAK IN FREDERICK, MD -1930: Typed Letter Signed

BUTLER, JUSTICE PIERCE -HONORED W/ ABP CURLEY, MICHAEL -1937 -FREDERIC: Typed Letter Signed

CATHOLICS HONOR CONSERVATIVE JUSTICE -BUTLER, PIERCE -1937 -FREDERICK: Typed Letter Signed

CONSERVATIVE SUPREME COURT JUSTICE HONORED -BUTLER -1937 -FREDERICK: Typed Letter Signed

CURLEY, ABP MICHAEL J. -CO-HONOREE W/ JUSTICE PIERCE BUTLER -1937: Typed Letter Signed

O'LEARY, ARTHUR A., SJ -INVITED TO HONOR ABP CURLEY & JUSTICE BUTLER: Typed Letter Signed

LANDSCAPING -ST. JOHN'S CHURCH -FREDERICK, MD -1942: Typed Letter Signed

GARDNER ST. CHURCH, DUBLIN -MODEL FOR ST. JOHN'S -FREDERICK, MD: Typed Letter Signed

ST. JOHN'S CHURCH -FREDERICK, MD -LANDSCAPING PLANNED -1942: Typed Letter Signed

"CUSTOM BOOK" -FREDERICK, MD -EXCERPTS RELATED -1950: Typed Letter Signed

FREDERICK, CO., MD -CATHOLIC HISTORY IN -DISCUSSED -1955: Typed Letter Signed

**Identifier:** 19739

**Physical Description:** Correspondence to, from, and about the various Jesuit and Jesuit-related activities at Frederick, MD.
Maryland Province collection

MD PROV COLL: Frederick, MD: Diaries, 1845-1848., 06/18/1845-11/10/1848
Box 11; Folder 5 (Mixed Materials)

Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
HEALTH -DESCRIBED DAY-BY-DAY -FREDERICK, MD -1845-1848: Manuscript

INFIRMARIAN'S DIARY -DESCRIBES COMMUNITY HEALTH DAY-BY-DAY -1845-1848: Manuscript

HOSPITAL DAILY REPORT -FREDERICK, MD -1845-1848: Manuscript

FREDERICK, MD -HEALTH OF COMMUNITY MEMBERS -1845-1848: Manuscript

SICKNESS -DESCRIBED -INFIRMARIAN'S DIARY -FREDERICK, MD -1845-1848: Manuscript

FREDERICK, MD -NOVICES' ACTIVITIES -DIARY -1845-1847: Manuscript

MANUDUCTOR OF NOVICES -DIARY BY -FREDERICK, MD -1845-1847: Manuscript

NOVICES -DIARY OF THEIR ACTIVITIES -FREDERICK, MD -1845-1847: Manuscript

Identifier: 19740

Physical Description: Two diaries, bound within boards, of medium-size. The first is by the Manuductor of Novices and might be compared with earlier versions from Whitemarsh elsewhere in this collection. The second is by the Infirmarian, reporting the activities of Doctor Miller, who began 17 March 1846. This is in the vernacular and reports the ill-health of novices, brothers, and priests by name. Provides a good look at treatments and their frequencies—bleeding—and medications—oil, salt, rhubarb, aloes, gumarabic, sage, honey, molasses, magnesia, and so forth. Describes the day-by-day progress—or sinking—until recovery or death.

MD PROV COLL: Frederick, MD, General Diary, 1844-1846., 01/23/1844-11/26/1846
Box 11; Folder 6 (Mixed Materials)

Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
FREDERICK, MD -DIARY OF JESUIT COMMUNITY -1844-1846: Diary

DIARY OF JESUIT COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES -FREDERICK, MD -1844-1846: Diary

JESUIT COMMUNITY -ACTIVITIES RECORDED -FREDERICK, MD -1844-1846: Diary

Identifier: 19741

Physical Description: Bound diary within boards, medium size. Contains a general account of the community's activities, including the usual comings and goings, as well as economic matters. There is a certain overlap with the diaries in the immediately preceding folder.
Maryland Province collection

MD PROV COLL: Frederick, MD: Manuscripts, 1892-1893., 08/06/1892-02/11/1894
Box 11; Folder 7 (Mixed Materials)

Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
FREDERICK, MD -RETREAT MSS -1892: Manuscript

RETREAT MATERIAL -FREDERICK, MD -1892: Manuscript

ST. JOHN CHRYSOSTOM -PLAY ABOUT -IN LATIN -1893: Manuscript

FREDERICK, MD -POETRY CLASS PERFORMS LATIN PLAY -CA 1893: Manuscript

POETRY CLASS -PERFORMS LATIN PLAY -ST. JOHN CHRYSOSTOM -CA 1893: Manuscript

Identifier: 19742

Physical Description: Two small MSS, one for an 1892 retreat, and one a play, in Latin, on St. John Chrysostom, presented about 1893-1894.

MD PROV COLL: Frederick, MD: misc. MS, Notes, Poems, Valedictory., 01/01/1836-12/31/1902
Box 11; Folder 8 (Mixed Materials)
Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
YOUNG MEN'S SANCTUARY SOCIETY -INVITATION -FREDERICK, MD -1887: Manuscript
CIAMPI, REV. A., SJ -HONORED -FREDERICK, MD -1887: Manuscript
HYMN TO ST. ELIZABETH -FREDERICK, MD -CA 1880: Manuscript
ROBERTS, REBECCA W. -HYMN TO ST. ELIZABETH -FREDERICK, MD -CA 1880: Manuscript
MCELROY, REV. JOHN, SJ -ANECDOTES ABOUT -CA 1850S: Manuscript
MCGUIGAN, JOHN AMBROSE -VOWS OF -FREDERICK, MD -1837: Manuscript
NOVICES GOING TO COLLEGE -ADVICE TO -19TH C: Manuscript
MCELROY, REV. JOHN, SJ -VALEDICTORY -FREDERICK, MD -1845: Manuscript
EXHORTATION -TO FATHER -FREDERICK, MD -1849: Manuscript
PICCIRILLO, REV. CHARLES, SJ -INSCRIPTION BY? -1884: Manuscript
LAMBERT, ELIZABETH -INSCRIPTION FOR -FREDERICK, MD -1884: Manuscript
WESTON MANOR -ISLE OF WIGHT -INSCRIPTION OF -1882: Manuscript
WARD, WM. GEORGE -INSCRIPTION ON TOMB -ISLE OF WIGHT -1882: Manuscript
FREDERICK, MD, JESUIT COMMUNITY -NOTES ABOUT HISTORY OF -CA 1900: Manuscript
NOVITIATE -FREDERICK, MD -FLOOR-PLAN OF -CA 1900: Manuscript
FLOOR-PLAN OF NOVITIATE -FREDERICK, MD -CA 1900: Manuscript
FREDERICK, MD -NOVITIATE CEMETERY -DESCRIBED -CA 1880: Manuscript
TANEY, ROGER B. -GRAVE DESCRIBED -FREDERICK, MD -CA 1880: Manuscript
BAPTISM, CONVERSIONS, CONFESSIONS -TOTALS -FREDERICK, MD -1882-1902: Manuscript
CALLIGAN, REV. J.F., SJ -POEM TO ON FINAL VOWS -1896: Manuscript
GIPPRICH, REV., SJ -HISTORY OF ST. JOHN'S CHURCH -FREDERICK, MD -1950: Manuscript
ST. JOHN'S CHURCH -HISTORY OF -FREDERICK, MD -1950: Typescript

Identifier: 19743
Physical Description: Invitations to events; hymns, anecdotes, vows, poems, lectures, valedictories, copies of inscriptions, historical notes, historical sketches, building notes, floor plans, questions asked Visitor, and arithmetic totals of accomplishments.
MD PROV COLL: Frederick, MD, Novitiate, ca 1835-1870., 01/01/1835-12/31/1870
Box 11; Folder 9 (Mixed Materials)

**Subjects and Associated Physical Materials**

NOVITIATE -AT FREDERICK, MD -ANECDOTES ABOUT -19TH C: Typescript

EMIG, FR., SJ -ANECDOTE ABOUT -FREDERICK, MD -19TH C: Typescript

GRIVEL, FR., SJ -ANECDOTE ABOUT -WHITEMARSH -CA 1834: Typescript

**Identifier:** 19744

**Physical Description:** This folder contains a few "stray notes" from Francis Barnum, mostly anecdotal.

MD PROV COLL: Frederick, MD: St. John's Ch. & Res., 1763-1903., 01/01/1903-12/31/1905
Box 11; Folder 10 (Mixed Materials)

**Subjects and Associated Physical Materials**

FREDERICK, MD -ST. JOSEPH'S CH & RES -HISTORY OF -1763-1903: Typescript

DEVITT, REV. E.I., SJ -HISTORY OF ST. JOSEPH'S -FREDERICK, MD: Typescript

ST. JOSEPH'S CH & RES -FREDERICK, MD -HISTORY OF -BY DEVITT, REV. E.I.: Typescript

**Identifier:** 19745

**Physical Description:** Copies of Rev. E.I. Devitt's history of Frederick, MD, St. John's Church and Residence, 1763-1903. Copies in different lengths and versions.
This is a bound book, much like a scrapbook, in which several printed sheets pertinent to St. John's Literary Institution are pasted. They range from an 1837 circular describing the rules of the place, to programs for the annual public examinations given in late July of each year. John McElroy, John Hughes, many others, and the Tulli-pheboian Society, are mentioned.

MD PROV COLL: Frederick, MD: MSS: Lectures, Speeches, & Sermons, 1830s., 01/01/1836-12/31/1840

Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
DZIEROZYNSKI, REV. SJ -AUTHOR? -OF "OPPRESSED POLAND" -1840: Manuscript
FREDERICK, MD -MSS FROM -1836-1840: Manuscript
NELSON, MASTER ROGER -POEM BY -FREDERICK, MD -1836: Manuscript
FLOYD, BENJAMIN R. -POEM BY -FREDERICK, MD -CA 1840: Manuscript
TEHAN, JOHN -POEM BY -FREDERICK, MD -CA 1840: Manuscript
YOUNG, REV. B., SJ -POEM BY -FREDERICK, MD -1840: Manuscript
WALLACE, MICHAEL --FRAGMENT OF SPEECH BY -FREDERICK, MD -CA 1840: Manuscript
FENWICK, REV. GEORGE, SJ -SPEECH DEDICATED TO -FREDERICK, MD -1840: Manuscript
"OPPRESSED POLAND" -TALK -AT FREDERICK, MD -1839: Manuscript

Identifier: 19746
Physical Description: About twelve sermons, lectures and talks; a poem. Some subjects are religious, other secular ("Oppressed Poland").
Two certificates from "St. John's College" (the term favored later instead of "Literary Institution") given to students for scholarly and behavioral attainments. Called a College, it was probably more like a highschool insofar as the age of the students was concerned.
Maryland Province collection

MD PROV COLL: Frederick, MD: Novitiate & Fred Lit Assn, 19th c., 01/01/1842-12/25/1901
Box 12; Folder 3 (Mixed Materials)

Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
LOWE, ENOCH LOUIS -SPEAKER -FREDERICK, MD -1842: Printed Item
JUBILEE PROGRAM -FREDERICK, MD -1900 -FOR FR. J. B. MULLALY: Printed Item
MULLALY, REV. JOHN B. SJ -JUBILEE -FREDERICK, MD -1900: Printed Item
"HISTORICAL DESTINY OF WOMAN" -LECTURE TITLE -FREDERICK, MD -1842: Printed Item
JESUIT RULES -FOR NOVICES TO MEMORIZE -COLLECTED BY CARDELLA -1888: Printed Item
CARDELLA, REV. PHILIP, SJ -RULES FROM VARIOUS SOURCES -FOR NOVICES: Printed Item
NOVICES -GENERAL RULES TO LEARN ABOUT JESUIT LIFE -1888 -FREDERICK, MD: Printed Item

Identifier: 19751
Physical Description: Printed material, including one address, and several invitations and programs.
MD PROV COLL: Frederick, MD: St. John's Ch & gen'l Frederick mat'l., 09/11/1846-12/31/1965
Box 12; Folder 4 (Mixed Materials)

Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
FREDERICK, MD -HISTORIC CALENDAR -1911 -ILLUSTRATED: Printed Item
WILLIAMS, REV. ROBERT H., PRESBYTERIAN -THANKSGIVING SERMON -1864: Printed Item
STONESTREET, REV. CHAS. H., SJ -DISCOURSE ON BP BENEDICT FENWICK -1846: Printed Item
FENWICK, BP BENEDICT -SUBJECT OF STONESTREET DISCOURSE -1846: Printed Item
ST. JOHN'S CH -FREDERICK, MD -BOOKLET ON 75TH ANNIVERSARY -1912: Printed Item
"NOVENA IN HONOR OF ST. STANISLAUS, SJ" -PRINTED IN FREDERICK -1877: Printed Item
MD PROV COLL -SAMPLE OF PRINTING FROM MD PROV TYPESHOP -1877: Printed Item

Identifier: 19752
Physical Description: Folder holds a variety of printed material, some of which is related to the Catholic community in Frederick, MD, other parts of which are non-Catholic or secular. There is a discourse by Rev. Chas. H. Stonestreet, SJ, on Bp Benedict Fenwick of Boston, programs for missions (revivals), as well as commemorative programs; in addition, a Presbyterian Thanksgiving sermon from 1864, booklets on English pronunciation, a 1911 historic calendar of Frederick, and 1960s walking-tour maps of Frederick.

MD PROV COLL: Frederick, MD: Clippings about, 1867-1952., 01/01/1867-12/31/1952
Box 12; Folder 5 (Mixed Materials)

Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
MD PROV COLL -FREDERICK, MD -CLIPPINGS ABOUT 1867-1952: Printed Item
FREDERICK, MD -CLIPPINGS ABOUT -1867-1952: Printed Item
CATHOLIC LIFE IN FREDERICK, MD -CLIPPINGS ABOUT -1867-1952: Printed Item
ST.JOHN'S CHURCH -FREDERICK, MD -CLIPPINGS ABOUT -1867-1952: Printed Item

Identifier: 19753
Physical Description: Newspaper clippings on Barbara Frietchie, St. John's Church, Frederick as a town, and on the Frederick County Historical Society.
This a small bound notebook of instructions for novices developed by Fr. [Charles] Plowden, SJ, and apparently copied by Rev. Fidelis Grivel, SJ (b.1769) who was novice master at both Whitemarsh and Frederick. From the introduction, one learns that Plowden had written the instructions at Stonyhurst, apparently in the 18th c., that a copy had been used in Russia by Fr. Rogalinsky, SJ, (d. ca 1812) and that this particular MS includes modifications appropriate to the locality that had been introduced by the visitor, Rev. Peter Kenny, SJ, ca 1830-1833.
This is a small, bound volume with the following title page: "God Convering with a Religious Heart in an eight-days retreat of the Spiritual Exercises, translated from the Latin, written by the R. Father Daniel Pawlowski, Theologian of the Society of Jesus, Fredericktown, 1835."

This is a medium-size MS notebook bound within boards which carries the following on the title page: "Miscellanea disponendis actionibus novitiorum vita religiosa." It carries no date, name, or place, only saying that it was written by the Master of Novices. Partly in English, partly in Latin, the subjects addressed are: meditation, a summary of the Constitutions, rules for living in the community, and a long section on practices that one ought to carry out in seeking the road to perfection.
MD PROV COLL: Frederick, MD: Holy Week Music, ca 1900., 01/01/1890-12/31/1910
Box 12; Folder 10 (Mixed Materials)

Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
FREDERICK, MD -MUSIC FOR NOVITIATE -CA 1893: Printed Item
MUSIC -FOR NOVITIATE -FREDERICK, MD -CA 1893: Printed Item
BURKE, REV. A.(?) FRANCIS, SJ -COMPOSER AT FREDERICK -CA 1893: Printed Item
"RE VICO'S RESPONSES" -MUSIC -AT FREDERICK -CA 1893: Printed Item
HOLY WEEK MUSIC -AT FREDERICK, MD -CA 1893: Printed Item

Identifier: 19851
Physical Description: This is a locally produced booklet of music done by a mimeograph-like system (not printed) and bound within a soft cover bearing the title (reproduced by the same method): "Holy Week Music, Novitiate, Frederick, MD." No other information as to date or source appears, except that the miserere is attributed to "Spoth." Other loose sheets of music were placed in the booklet--"DeVico's Responses" (1893), and other loose sheets among which appear the name, Fr. A. Francis Burke, SJ. Some of the music is in multiple copies.

Woodstock College, Howard/Baltimore Counties, MD

Series-level Scope and Content Note
Woodstock College was, during most of its existence, the principal seminary for the Jesuits in the Eastern U.S. The students, numbering from roughly 50 to 300, spent three years there generally, in a college-like, rural, and somewhat isolated environment. This is a lengthy series -- three boxes -- spanning the time from the foundation of Woodstock in 1867-1869 until it was closed, sold, and turned to other purposes in 1969-1971. The series begins with all the pertinent correspondence -- about thirteen folders -- arranged chronologically covering the entire period. Other aspects of the series are then arranged according to the degree of originality of the material, divided roughly into 19th century and 20th century sections. Original manuscripts or publications are followed by printed ephemera and then clippings through each of the two centuries. Finally, there are separate folders for unpublished histories, Woodstock's missions, the Woodstock-Georgetown formal affiliation, conferences at Woodstock, and one file on the closing of Woodstock. The series concludes with a file of photos, and with two biographical files on two men associated especially with Woodstock: Charles Maldonado, S.J., and Edwin Sanders, S.J.

General Note
Series No. in Collection: 10
Identifier: 121
Having these letters went from Woodstock to the Rector (head of the Jesuit community and president of the university) at Georgetown, although a certain number originated elsewhere and concern other matters.
Most of these letters went from Woodstock to Georgetown, especially to Rev. J. Havens Richards, Rector, during these years.
There are few letters in this decade. Some are communications from Woodstock College to Georgetown; others are letters of inquiry about Woodstock that Georgetown answered.

Physical Description:
Most of these letters went from Woodstock to Georgetown, many to Richards, Rev. J. Havens, SJ, who was Rector during part of this period.

Subjects and Associated Physical Materials

Maryland Province collection

MD PROV COLL: Woodstock College: Correspondence, 1894-1900, 03/19/1894-08/08/1900
Box 13; Folder 3 (Mixed Materials)

 Subjects and Associated Physical Materials

MASSES -ADVANTAGES OF DURING LIFETIME RATHER THAN POST-MORTEM -1898: Autographed Letter

WOODSTOCK COLLEGE -CORRESPONDENCE -1894-1900: Autographed Letter

Identifier: 19761

Physical Description:
Most of these letters went from Woodstock to Georgetown, many to Richards, Rev. J. Havens, SJ, who was Rector during part of this period.

MD PROV COLL: Woodstock College: Correspondence, 1901-1919, 01/30/1901-05/31/1919
Box 13; Folder 4 (Mixed Materials)

Subjects and Associated Physical Materials

SANTA CLARA, CA -TRIP TO -1860 COMPARED W/ 1901 -BY VILLIGER: Autographed Letter

TELEPHONE SERVICE -LONG DISTANCE -DISCUSSED -1901: Autographed Letter

HANSELMAN, JOSEPH, SJ -TO DEVITT, E.I., SJ -LOCATION OF SCHOLASTICATE: Autographed Letter

SCHOLASTICATE -LOCATION OF -DISCUSSED -1908 -BY HANSELMAN: Autographed Letter

GIBBONS, J. CARD. -TO BARNUM -NOTE RE TRIP TO WOODSTOCK -1909: Autographed Letter

FORDHAM -LAWSUITS AGAINST -MENTIONED BY DAUGHERTY, JEROME, SJ -1909: Autographed Letter

Identifier: 19762

Physical Description:
Most of these letters went from Woodstock College to the Rector at Georgetown.

MD PROV COLL: Woodstock College: Correspondence, 1920-1929, 12/21/1920-10/05/1929
Box 13; Folder 5 (Mixed Materials)

Subjects and Associated Physical Materials

WOODSTOCK COLLEGE -CORRESPONDENCE -1920-1929: Typed Letter Signed

FUNDRAISING -DISCUSSIONS OF -LTRS -1920S: Typed Letter Signed

MARRIOTTTSVILLE, MD -MISSION -DISCUSSED: Typed Letter Signed

Identifier: 19763

Physical Description:
There are few letters in this decade. Some are communications from Woodstock College to Georgetown; others are letters of inquiry about Woodstock that Georgetown answered.
Maryland Province collection

MD PROV COLL: Woodstock College: Correspondence, 1930-1939., 01/01/1930-12/31/1939
Box 13; Folder 6 (Mixed Materials)

**Subjects and Associated Physical Materials**
WOODSTOCK COLLEGE -CORRESPONDENCE -1930-1939: Other Types

NEVILS, REV. COLEMAN, SJ -CORRESPONDENCE -1930S: Typed Letter Signed

**Identifier:** 19764

**Physical Description:** Few letters from the thirties, mostly to and from Rev. Coleman Nevils, SJ, president of Georgetown.

MD PROV COLL: Woodstock College: Correspondence, 1940-1949., 08/15/1940-07/07/1948
Box 13; Folder 7 (Mixed Materials)

**Subjects and Associated Physical Materials**
WOODSTOCK COLLEGE -CORRESPONDENCE -1940S: Typed Letter Signed

RADIO PLAYS -CHRISTIAN PERSPECTIVE -CREATED AT WOODSTOCK -1942: Typed Letter Signed

**Identifier:** 19765

**Physical Description:** The few letters in this period continue to be largely between Woodstock College and Georgetown.

MD PROV COLL: Woodstock College: Correspondence, 1950-1954., 10/18/1950-12/03/1954
Box 13; Folder 8 (Mixed Materials)

**Subjects and Associated Physical Materials**
WOODSTOCK COLLEGE -CORRESPONDENCE, INCOMING -1950-1954: Typed Letter Signed

GUTHRIE, REV. HUNTER, SJ -PRES OF GEORGETOWN -LTRS TO WOODSTOCK -1950S: Typed Letter Signed

FINKELSTEIN, RABBI LOUIS -FROM GUTHRIE, REV. HUNTER, SJ -RE A SPEAKER: Typed Letter Signed

LIBRARIAN, PROFESSIONAL -AT WOODSTOCK COLLEGE -DISCUSSED -1953: Typed Letter Signed

LIBRARY -WOODSTOCK -DISCUSSED -1953: Typed Letter Signed

**Identifier:** 19766

**Physical Description:** Letters, mostly carbon copies of outgoing correspondence from Georgetown president's office to Woodstock College.
Maryland Province collection

Box 13; Folder 9 (Mixed Materials)

Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
WOODSTOCK COLLEGE -CORRESPONDENCE -1955-1959: Typed Letter Signed

MD PROV COLL -WOODSTOCK COLLEGE -CORRESPONDENCE -1955-1959: Typed Letter Signed

BUNN, REV. EDWARD B., SJ -LTRS FROM -1950S: Typed Letter Signed

Identifier: 19767

Physical Description: Letters mostly between Georgetown and Woodstock College, a certain number of which are congratulations from the president of Georgetown to students at Woodstock on their ordinations.

MD PROV COLL: Woodstock College: Correspondence, 1960-1963., 04/08/1960-10/14/1963
Box 13; Folder 10 (Mixed Materials)

Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
SPONGA, REV. EDW. J., SJ -AT WOODSTOCK -LTRS FROM -1960S: Typed Letter Signed

BUNN, REV. EDW. B., SJ -AT GEORGETOWN -LTRS FROM -1960S: Typed Letter Signed

AUTOMATION -CONFERENCE AT WOODSTOCK COLLEGE -1961: Typed Letter Signed

Identifier: 19768

Physical Description: Letters between Georgetown's president and Woodstock College, many on social affairs, a few on conferences held at Woodstock.

MD PROV COLL: Woodstock College: Correspondence, 1964-1965., 01/01/1964-10/14/1965
Box 13; Folder 11 (Mixed Materials)

Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
CAMPBELL, REV. GERARD J., SJ -PRES OF GEORGETOWN -LTRS OF -1965: Typed Letter Signed

CARDEGNA, REV. FELIX, SJ -LTRS REC'D -AS RECTOR OF WOODSTOCK: Typed Letter Signed

EXHORTATION -BY CARDEGNA, REV. FELIX, SJ -AS WOODSTOCK RECTOR -1965: Typed Letter Signed

Identifier: 19769

Physical Description: Very few letter in these years; most are from Georgetown's president, Gerard J. Campbell.
This is a bound volume, within boards, in which are entered the constitution, member list, notes and discussion record of the "Woodstock Academy for the Study of the Ratio." The members were largely concerned with an exact determination of the intent of the text, not with 19th c. questions in educational theory.
Three printed items; two from Woodstock College's press, one about Woodstock. The first is the report of a provincial commission directed to study the teaching of physical sciences in schools. The second is a reprint from the North American Review of an article, "Why Am I a Catholic?" The third is an 1893 issue of the Fordham Monthly devoted almost entirely to Woodstock.
Maryland Province collection

MD PROV COLL: Woodstock College: Theses, propounded or for examination.,
05/17/1871-12/31/1890

Box 13; Folder 16 (Mixed Materials)

**Subjects and Associated Physical Materials**

MD PROV COLL -WOODSTOCK COLLEGE -THESES -1871-1890: Printed Item

WOODSTOCK COLLEGE -THESES -1871-1890 -FOR ORAL PRESENTATION: Printed Item

THESES (TRADITIONAL SCHOLASTIC SENSE) -FOR ORAL PRESENTATION -1871-1890: Printed Item

COSMOLOGY -THESES PROPOUNDED FOR ARGUMENTATION -1870S -WOODSTOCK COLLE: Printed Item

PSYCHOLOGY -THESES PROPOUNDED FOR ARGUMENTATION -1870S -WOODSTOCK COLLE: Printed Item

INFUSED VIRTUES -THESES PROPOUNDED FOR ARGUMENTATION -1870S WOODSTOCK: Printed Item

MORAL PHILOSOPHY -THESES PROPOUNDED FOR ARGUMENTATION -1870S WOODSTOCK: Printed Item

PUNISHMENT -THESES PROPOUNDED FOR ARGUMENTATION -1870S -WOODSTOCK COLLE: Printed Item

COMMUNISM -DISSERTATION ON -WOODSTOCK COLLEGE -1878: Printed Item

PHYSICS -DISSERTATION ON -WOODSTOCK COLLEGE -1871: Printed Item

**Identifier:** 19774

**Physical Description:**

Nine lists, mostly printed but some MS, of "Theses Propugnandae" and "Theses Pro Examine" in theology and philosophy, covering at different times cosmology, psychology, experimental physics, metaphysics, creation, incarnation, grace, baptism, confirmation, communion, sacraments in general, infused virtues, punishment, and moral philosophy.
Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
MD PROV COLL -WOODSTOCK COLLEGE -MISC. -1870-1890: Manuscript

WOODSTOCK COLLEGE -MISC. -1870-1890: Manuscript

COMMUNITY AT WOODSTOCK COLLEGE -1869-1870 -LIST OF: Manuscript

INCOME & EXPENSE STATEMENT -WOODSTOCK COLLEGE -1877-1878: Manuscript

FINANCIAL STATEMENT FOR ACADEMIC YEAR -WOODSTOCK COLLEGE -1877-1878: Manuscript

WOODSTOCK COLLEGE -STATEMENT OF INCOME & EXPENSE -1877-1878: Manuscript

COST OF OPERATION & SOURCES OF INCOME -WOODSTOCK COLLEGE -1877-1878: Manuscript

FOLEY, REV. THOMAS, BP -POEMS FOR -FOREIGN LANGUAGES -1870: Manuscript

Baltimore, ABP OF -ADDRESS FOR -WOODSTOCK COLLEGE -1878: Manuscript

RAILROAD STATION -AT WOODSTOCK -DIFFICULTIES W/ B & O ABOUT -1880S: Manuscript

WOODSTOCK RAILROAD STATION -DIFFICULTIES IN GETTING PROPER BLDG -1880S: Manuscript

SHERMAN, MRS. WM. T. -AND WOODSTOCK RAILROAD STATION -1870S?: Manuscript

GEORGETOWN UNIV CYCLE CLUB -LUNCHEON FOR -AT WOODSTOCK -1896: Manuscript

BICYCLING AS STUDENT ACTIVITY -REFERRED TO -WOODSTOCK & GU -1896: Manuscript

Identifier: 19775

Physical Description: A variety of material pertaining to the first twenty years of Woodstock College: welcome speech and student poems to Bp., lists of community for first year, those ordained, financial statement for college for 1877-1878, inscriptions, undated programs, menus, and student club activities.
Small printed items, generally programs, from the Woodstock College Press. They demonstrate student interests and activities; show the programs given to visitors (such as the Abp of Baltimore), those given on St. Catherine's Day, given on scientific and mechanical subjects, and given to departing Fathers. Considering the components of the programs, with music, poems, and speeches, they show that during this period the College was largely dependent upon its own resources for entertainment.

Ten-page typed MS that briefly but thoroughly provides a history and a description of Woodstock at the end of its first thirty-five years. Covers general history, numbers, rectors, professors, the press, "Woodstock Letters," physical plant, missions, bequests, and library.

Small printed items, generally programs, from the Woodstock College Press. They demonstrate student interests and activities; show the programs given to visitors (such as the Abp of Baltimore), those given on St. Catherine's Day, given on scientific and mechanical subjects, and given to departing Fathers. Considering the components of the programs, with music, poems, and speeches, they show that during this period the College was largely dependent upon its own resources for entertainment.
Maryland Province collection

MD PROV COLL: Woodstock College: Printed Ephemera, 1880s., 01/01/1880-12/31/1889
Box 14; Folder 2 (Mixed Materials)

**Subjects and Associated Physical Materials**
WOODSTOCK COLLEGE -PRINTED EPHEMERA -1880S: Printed Item

ACTIVITIES AT WOODSTOCK COLLEGE -DOCUMENTED BY PRINTED PROGS -1880S: Printed Item

STUDENT ACTIVITIES -WOODSTOCK -DOCUMENTED BY PRINTED PROGS -1880S: Printed Item

MUSIC -COMPOSED BY HOLAIND, REV. R., SJ -WOODSTOCK -1886: Printed Item

HOLAIND, REV. R. SJ -COMPOSER -MUSIC TO ACCOMPANY READINGS -1886: Printed Item

LONGFELLOW -"GOLDEN LEGEND" -MUSIC TO ACCOMPANY -1886 -WOODSTOCK COLLEGE: Printed Item

GIBBONS, REV. JAMES, CARD. -RECEPTIONS GIVEN FOR -WOODSTOCK -1880S: Printed Item

**Identifier:** 19778

**Physical Description:** Generally smaller printed items, from the Woodstock College Press, for receptions, St. Catherine's Day, farewell testimonials, carnival, disputations, installations, plays, jubilees, Christmas, readings, plays, and music.

---

MD PROV COLL: Woodstock College: Printed Ephemera, 1890s., 01/01/1890-12/31/1899
Box 14; Folder 3 (Mixed Materials)

**Subjects and Associated Physical Materials**
WOODSTOCK COLLEGE -STUDENT ACTIVITIES -PROGRAMS FOR -1890S: Printed Item

STUDENT LIFE -WOODSTOCK COLLEGE -PROGRAMS -1890S: Printed Item

SONGBOOKS -POCKET-SIZE -USED AT WOODSTOCK COLLEGE -1890S: Printed Item

WOODSTOCK WANDERERS (?) CLUB -SONGBOOK OF -1896: Printed Item

PROGRAMS FOR PLAYS, MUSICALES, ETC -WOODSTOCK COLLEGE -1890S: Printed Item

**Identifier:** 19779

**Physical Description:** Small printed items, generally from the Woodstock College Press, of programs for Christmas, greetings for new priests, elocution programs, St. Catherine's Day, carnival, jubilees, and plays. There are also two small, locally-produced pocket-size songbooks for use on outings.
Included is a reviewer's critique of an article, notes on arrangements (in the motor bus age) to go to St. Inigoes on vacation, and curricula for Woodstock and two other Jesuit training schools in the province.
"The Teachers' Review" was a quarterly journal published by the Maryland-New York Province at Woodstock from 1910 for several years for the use of the Jesuits only. Less concerned with the "Ratio" than earlier Jesuit pedagogic thought had been, it evolved into a general educational journal, with articles written by Jesuits throughout the country. This collection has nos 1-21, except that 12 and 14-19 are missing.
MD PROV COLL: Woodstock College: Theses; Ltr on degrees, 1907-1929., 01/01/1907-12/31/1929
Box 14; Folder 7 (Mixed Materials)

**Subjects and Associated Physical Materials**
WOODSTOCK COLLEGE -SOME THESES DEBATED THERE -1919-1929: Printed Item

THESES -DEBATED AT WOODSTOCK -1919-1929: Printed Item

"THE SPIRITUAL EXERCISES & MILTON'S POEMS" -ESSAY -1907 -WOODSTOCK: Printed Item

THESIS FOR DEBATE -ON THE DIVINITY OF JESUS -1919 -WOODSTOCK: Printed Item

"DE DIVINITATE JESU CHRISTI" -THEESIS FOR DEBATE -1919 -WOODSTOCK COLLE: Printed Item

"DE ROMANO PONTIFICE" -THEESIS FOR DEBATE -1929 -WOODSTOCK COLLEGE: Printed Item

"DIVINITATE JESU CHRISTI, DE" -THEESIS FOR DEBATE -1919 -WOODSTOCK COLL: Printed Item

"ROMANO PONTIFICE, DE" -THEESIS FOR DEBATE -1929 -WOODSTOCK COLLEGE: Printed Item

FUMASONI-BIONDI, REV., APOSTOLIC DELEGATE -DEBATES AT WOODSTOCK -1929: Printed Item

GENERAL OF JESUITS -TO PROVINCIALS -ON DEGREES WOODSTOCK GRANTS -1914: Printed Item

JESUIT GENERAL -TO PROVINCIALS -ON DEGREES WOODSTOCK CAN GRANT -1914: Printed Item

**Identifier:** 19783

**Physical Description:** One letter from the General to the Provincials on the degrees that could be conferred by Woodstock; outline of a 1907 essay on Loyola and Milton; two theses propounded for debate, one on the divinity of Jesus and the other on the character of the Roman pontificate.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject and Associated Physical Materials</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WOODSTOCK COLLEGE -MISC -1929-1937: Printed Item</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CULLINAN, FRANCIS X., SJ -(1906-1930) -OBITUARY: Printed Item</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOODSTOCK COLLEGE -NOTES ABOUT DATES OF CONSTRUCTION OF BLDGS: Printed Item</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MENU -GAUDIOSA -WOODSTOCK COLLEGE -1937: Manuscript</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JUBILEE, GOLDEN -POEM FOR FRS DAWSON &amp; CASTEN -CA 1933: Manuscript</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RADIO SCRIPTS -OUTLINE OF PROGRAMS -WOODSTOCK COLLEGE -CA 1930S: Manuscript</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESSAYS COMMEMORATING FIRST VOWS OF ST. IGNATIUS -1934: Manuscript</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST. IGNATIUS -ESSAYS COMMEMORATING HIS FIRST VOWS -1934: Printed Item</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOODSTOCK AID ASSOCIATION -NOTES FOR GAINING ADHERENTS -CA 1930S: Printed Item</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Identifier: 19784
- Physical Description: A variety of material: essays, poems, radio script, menu, and obituary.

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject and Associated Physical Materials</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WOODSTOCK COLLEGE -PRINTED EPHEMERA -1900-1901: Printed Item</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LECTURES &amp; ESSAYS -SUBJECTS OF -AT WOODSTOCK COLLEGE -1900-1909: Printed Item</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EVOLUTION -LECTURE ON -AT WOODSTOCK COLLEGE -1902: Printed Item</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Identifier: 19785
- Physical Description: Printed material from the Woodstock College Press and elsewhere of programs for ordinations, plays, essays, lectures, and concerts.
MD PROV COLL: Woodstock College: Printed Ephemera, 1910-1919. 01/01/1910-12/31/1919
Box 14; Folder 10 (Mixed Materials)

Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
WOODSTOCK COLLEGE -PRINTED EPHEMERA -1910-1919: Printed Item

PRINTED EPHEMERA -WOODSTOCK COLLEGE -1910-1919: Printed Item

PROGRAMS HELD AT WOODSTOCK COLLEGE -1910-1919 -: Printed Item

Identifier: 19786

Physical Description: Printed material for jubilees, dissertation defences, programs, plays, and obituaries.

MD PROV COLL: Woodstock College: Printed Ephemera, 1920-1929. 01/01/1920-12/31/1929
Box 14; Folder 11 (Mixed Materials)

Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
WOODSTOCK AID ASSOCIATION - -CA 1920: Printed Item

WOODSTOCK COLLEGE -PRINTED EPHEMERA -1920-1929: Printed Item

PRINTED EPHEMERA -WOODSTOCK COLLEGE -1920-1929: Printed Item

ARITHMETIC & RELIGION -CATHOLIC ATTN TO -WOODSTOCK AID ASSN -1920: Printed Item

NUMERICAL RELIGIOUS BENEFITS OF GIFTGIVING -WOODSTOCK AID ASSN -1920: Printed Item

WOODSTOCK COLLEGE BULLETIN -1927-1928: Printed Item

Identifier: 19787

Physical Description: Programs, cards, sheets, pamphlets, booklets, bulletins, and forms for Woodstock College.
Several typewritten histories of Woodstock. One, of about 23 pp., appears to be by Devitt, Rev. E.I., SJ, or derived from the kinds of histories that he wrote. It covers 1869 until 1915 and is in two slightly different versions. There is also a recapitulation of the numbers of priests ordained at Woodstock from 1870 through 1940, and finally, there is an amusing account by Fr. Repetti of the installation of electricity (with their own plant) in about 1919. The account is incomplete in many technical respects (what kind of fuel and steam-engine was used) but reminds one of his account of the installation of indoor plumbing at one of the Residences in Southern Maryland.
KEENAN, FR. A., SJ -PRES OF WOODSTOCK -LTRS ON AFFILIATION W/ GEORGETOWN:
Typed Letter Signed

WERNERSVILLE, PA -JESUIT NOVITIATE -MENTIONED RE WOODSTOCK-G'TOWN AFFIL:
Typed Letter Signed

AGREEMENT BETWEEN GEORGETOWN & WOODSTOCK -1935: Typescript

AGREEMENT BETWEEN GEORGETOWN & WERNERSVILLE, PA -1935: Typescript

DIDUSCH, REV. JOSEPH S., SJ -WERNERSVILLE RECTOR -TO NEVILS -RE AFFILI:
Typescript

O'LEARY, REV. ARTHUR A., SJ -GEORGETOWN PRES -LTRS RE WOODSTOCK AFFILI:
Typescript

DEANS OF GEORGETOWN & WOODSTOCK -MINUTES OF MEETING -1937: Typescript

PHILLIPS, REV. EDW. C., SJ -PROVINCIAL -TO NEVILS -1935 -RE G'TOWN-WOO:
Typescript

GEORGETOWN -REPORT TO -BY DEAN OF WOODSTOCK -1936 -RE AFFILIATION:
Typescript

QUEZON, MANUEL LUIS -GRANTING OF LLD H.C. TO -DISCUSSED -1937 -GEORGE:
Typescript

PROVINCIAL -MD PROVINCE -LTRS TO GEORGETOWN & WOODSTOCK -RE
AFFILIATION: Typescript

COMMENCEMENT -GEORGETOWN -1937 -DISCUSSION RE WOODSTOCK ATTENDANCE
AT: Typescript

WOODSTOCK-GEORGETOWN AFFILIATION -CONTINUING PROBLEMS -1942: Typescript

GEORGETOWN-WOODSTOCK AFFILIATION -CONTINUING PROBLEMS -1942: Typescript

M.A.T. -DISCUSSION OF & PROBLEMS WITH -GEORGETOWN -1942: Typescript

GLOSE, REV. JOSEPH C., SJ -WOODSTOCK DEAN -LTRS TO & FROM -1940S: Typescript

WOODSTOCK COLLEGE ACCREDITATION -1944 -BY MIDDLE STATES ASSN: Typescript

ACCREDITATION -WOODSTOCK -1944 -BY MIDDLE STATES ASSN: Typescript

ACCREDITATION REPORT ON WOODSTOCK COLLEGE -1944 -BY MIDDLE STATES
ASSN: Typescript

DEFERRARI, ROY J. -OF MIDDLE STATES ASSN -REPORT ON WOODSTOCK -1944:
Typescript
This folder is organized on different principals than the earlier parts of the series. It is limited to one subject—the so-called “integration” of Woodstock College and Georgetown, including the discussions leading up to it, the signing of the agreement in 1935, and the eventual dissolution of the “integration” in 1944. The original purpose of affiliating the two appeared to be to meet a need or desire to give standard terminology (A.B., A.M., Ph.D.) to the degrees that Woodstock College was awarding, so that the world outside the Society would understand the relative value of the degrees that Jesuits had been awarded. Attaching Woodstock to Georgetown was thus a way to provide the necessary measure and value to Woodstock's education. In 1944 Woodstock obtained its own accreditation and did not, therefore, need any longer to be attached to Georgetown.
Maryland Province collection

Box 15; Folder 4 (Mixed Materials)

Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
WOODSTOCK COLLEGE -MISC -1950-1970: Printed Item

- DELIVERING SUPPLIES TO -NOTE RE 1908: Typescript
- LISTS OF THOSE ORDAINED -1955, 1957-1958: Other Types
- PIERCE, REV. FRANCIS X., SJ -GOLDEN JUBILEE BOOKLET -1963: Printed Item
- FOREIGN STUDENT'S PROG -INTRO FOR -1960: Printed Item
- SUMMER PROGRAM -1961: Printed Item
- DANIELOU, REV. JEAN, SJ -AT WOODSTOCK COLLEGE -1961: Printed Item
- CONFERENCE CONCERNING -WOODSTOCK COLLEGE -1961: Printed Item
- CENTENNIAL -PROGRAM FOR -1969: Printed Item
- DANIELS, MD -A MILL TOWN -CLIPPING RE DESTRUCTION OF -1968: Printed Item
- RETREAT SCHEDULE -WOODSTOCK -HOLY WEEK -1967: Printed Item

Identifier:  19791
Physical Description:  This is a variety of notes, ordination lists, clippings, jubilee programs and other items pertaining to Woodstock College during its final two decades of existence.

Box 15; Folder 5 (Mixed Materials)

Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
"SOCIETY OF JESUS & HIGHER ED. IN AMERICA" -CONFERENCE -1964 WOODSTOCK: Printed Item

WOODSTOCK INSTITUTE -1964 -ON JESUITS & HIGHER ED. IN AMERICA: Printed Item

Identifier:  19792
Physical Description:  Printed program, letters before and after, and typed commentaries on the conference of "Institute" which was entirely a Jesuit affair. They obtained no commentary from non-Jesuits, Catholic or non-Catholic.
Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
WOODSTOCK COLLEGE -CLOSING OF FACILITY AND TRANSFER TO NYC -CA 1969: Printed Item
WOODSTOCK -RELOCATION OF -DISCUSSED -1967: Printed Item
YALE UNIV -DISCUSSED AS SITE FOR WOODSTOCK TO MOVE TO -1967: Printed Item
FORDHAM UNIV -DISCUSSED AS SITE FOR WOODSTOCK TO MOVE TO -1967: Printed Item
UNION THEOLOGICAL SEM -DISCUSSED AS SITE FOR WOODSTOCK -1967: Printed Item
WOODSTOCK JOB CORPS CENTER -CLIPPINGS ABOUT -1971: Printed Item

Identifier: 19793
Physical Description: This file, largely clippings, but also containing a few letters, covers part of the discussion preceding the decision to transfer Woodstock College to New York City, the closing itself, and some information on the subsequent use of the facility after its sale.

Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
WOODSTOCK COLLEGE -CLIPPINGS -1900-1970: Other Types
WOODSTOCK JESUIT SINGERS -CLIPPING ABOUT -1964-1966: Other Types
WOODSTOCK COLLEGE -FIRE AT -CA 1909 -CLIPPING ABOUT: Printed Item

Identifier: 19794
Physical Description: Clippings about Woodstock, most of a descriptive character for the general newspaper reader--some about ordinations, some about a fire, and a few about particular events--deaths generally.
Maryland Province collection

Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
WOODSTOCK COLLEGE -BOOKLET (WELL ILLUSTRATED) -RE HISTORY -1944: Printed Item

SOCIETY OF JESUS -HISTORY OF -BOOKLET -WOODSTOCK -1940: Printed Item

MD-NEW YORK PROVINCE -HISTORY OF -BOOKLET -WOODSTOCK -1940: Printed Item

Identifier: 19795

Physical Description: Two booklets. The first is a fundraising booklet from 1940, treating the American Jesuits as a whole--education and missions--and with no special mention of Woodstock except that it was printed there. The second celebrates the 1944 Diamond Jubilee of Woodstock. The latter provides many good photos, especially interior shots, as well as an historical sketch.

MD PROV COLL: Woodstock College: Photos, ca 1905-1939., 01/01/1905-12/31/1939

Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
WOODSTOCK COLLEGE -ORDINATION GROUP PHOTO -1920 AND 1939: Photograph

ORDINATION GROUP PHOTO -WOODSTOCK COLLEGE -1920 AND 1939: Photograph

HIMMELREICHER, BR. JOHN, SJ -PHOTO OF -CA 1905: Photograph

SUMMER DRESS, JESUIT -CA 1905 -BOATER WITH CASSOCK -PHOTO OF: Photograph

Identifier: 19796

Physical Description: Group photos of two ordination classes at Woodstock--1920 and 1939, and individual photos of Br. John Himmelreicher.

MD PROV COLL: Woodstock College: Maldonado, Charles M., SJ., 01/01/1872-12/31/1872

Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
MALDONADO, REV. CHARLES M., SJ -OBITUARY MAT'L, INCL A POEM -1872: Printed Item

Identifier: 19797

Physical Description: An offprint of his obituary from "Woodstock Letters," and the MS copy of a poem written upon this death by a friend at Woodstock College. Unusual in this collection, there is a copy of his obituary notice printed on a piece of silk ribbon.
MD PROV COLL: Woodstock College: Sanders, Rev. Edwin D., SJ., 01/01/1954-10/03/1964
Box 15; Folder 11 (Mixed Materials)

**Subjects and Associated Physical Materials**

SANDERS, REV. EDWIN D. SJ - PROGRAMS FOR TWO JUBILEES - 1954 & 1964: Printed Item

SANDERS, REV. EDWIN D., SJ - PHOTOS OF DIAMOND JUBILEE - 1964: Printed Item

**Identifier:** 19798

**Physical Description:** Printed programs for his golden and diamond jubilees, and three photos taken upon the latter occasion.

Loyola College, Baltimore

**Series-level Scope and Content Note**

This series contains about 1.5 boxes of material, including correspondence, printed ephemera, and a few photos. Covering over a century, note that Loyola occupied three locations during this period.

**General Note**

Series No. in Collection: 11

**Identifier:** 122
Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
MD PROV COLL: Loyola College, Baltimore: Correspondence, 1929-1956., 05/30/1929-02/17/1956
Box 16; Folder 2 (Mixed Materials)

OOGHE, REV. JUSTIN J., SJ -(BELGIAN) -ANECDOTES ABOUT -1932: Typescript

EXPANSION OF LOYOLA -THwarted -DISCussion OF -1953: Typed Letter Signed

FUNDRAISING MANIPULATIONS -RE FORD FUND...FOR ED -DESCRIBED BY BUNN: Typed Letter Signed

LOYOLA COLLEGE, BALTIMORE -CORRESPONDENCE -GENERAL -1929-1956: Typed Letter Signed

RASKOB FDN -MENTIONED -LOYOLA COLLEGE, BALTIMORE -FUNDRAISING -1954: Typed Letter Signed
ENGINEERING -& PHYSICS -LOYOLA -SUPPLYING ENGRS FOR BIG INDUSTRY -1954:
Typed Letter Signed

ENGINEERING -& CHEMISTRY -LOYOLA 1954 -SUPPLYING ENGRS FOR BIG INDUSTRY:
Typed Letter Signed

BEATTY, REV. REV. VINCENT F., SJ (LOYOLA) -TO BUNN (GEORGETOWN) -1950S: Typed
Letter Signed

BUNN, REV. EDW B., SJ -LTRS TO & FROM LOYOLA COLLEGE, BALTIMORE -1950S:
Typed Letter Signed

BREMER, MRS. M. STEPHEN (PATSY RASKOB) -MENTIONED -FUNDRAISING -1954:
Typed Letter Signed

SELLINGER, FR. -REFERRED TO -BEATTY, VINCENT, SJ -TO BUNN -1954: Typed Letter
Signed

SENIOR YEAR -IMPORTANCE OF -DISCUSSED -BEATTY TO BUNN -1954: Typed Letter
Signed

MARRIAGE COURSE IN RELIGION -IMPORTANCE OF FOR LOYOLA SRS -DISCUSSED:
Typed Letter Signed

EXTENSION COURSES -FOR GEORGETOWN -DISCUSSED -WISE, SJ -TO BUNN -1955:
Typed Letter Signed

GEORGETOWN NIGHT COURSES -DISCUSSED -WISE, JOHN, SJ -TO BUNN -1955: Typed
Letter Signed

HONORARY DEGREES -EXCHANGED BETWEEN COLLEGE PRESIDENTS -1950S: Typed
Letter Signed

O'CONOR, HERBERT R. -TO BUNN -RE LOYOLA ALUMNI DEVEL. PROG -1956: Typed
Letter Signed

O'CONOR, HERBERT R. -LTRS TO, FROM, & ABOUT -BUNN & KIRWIN -1950S: Typed Letter
Signed
This correspondence between Loyola College, Balto and Georgetown continues, with most of it being accounted for by Vincent F. Beatty, SJ, Pres of Loyola, and Edward B., Bunn, SJ, Pres of Georgetown. Because Bunn had previously been head of Loyola, some of this is enlightening as it explains the situation at Loyola College at an earlier time when Bunn was there as president. Not only that period, but the years encompassed in this folder, were clearly times when efforts at administrative and fiscal rationalization were underway at both places, and efforts were being made to find out the intent of bequests and gifts, and to bring order into therecords.

This correspondence between Loyola College, Balto and Georgetown continues, with most of it being accounted for by Vincent F. Beatty, SJ, Pres of Loyola, and Edward B., Bunn, SJ, Pres of Georgetown. Because Bunn had previously been head of Loyola, some of this is enlightening as it explains the situation at Loyola College at an earlier time when Bunn was there as president. Not only that period, but the years encompassed in this folder, were clearly times when efforts at administrative and fiscal rationalization were underway at both places, and efforts were being made to find out the intent of bequests and gifts, and to bring order into therecords.
Correspondence continues, largely between the presidents of Loyola College and Georgetown. At first it is Rev. Vincent F. Beatty, SJ, pres of Loyola, and Rev. Edward B. Bunn, SJ, pres of Georgetown, but subsequently a number of other faculty and staff members, both Jesuits and laymen, are represented.

**Subjects and Associated Physical Materials**

- BUNN, EDW., SJ - TO BEATTY, V. - RE BREAKING DOWN NARROW CURRICULA - 1963: Typed Letter Signed

- GARRETT ESTATE - LOYOLA BUYS 10 ACRES OF FROM HOPKINS - 1963: Autographed Letter

- EARLY, REV. JOHN, SJ - APPEARANCE DISCUSSED ANACHRONISTICALLY - 1966: Typed Letter Signed

- BYRON, REV. WM J., SJ - SEEKS POSITION AT GEORGETOWN - 1967: Typed Letter Signed

- VARGA, DR. NICHOLAS - TO & FROM CAMPBELL, REV., GERARD J., SJ - 1968: Typed Letter Signed

**Identifier:** 19802

**Physical Description:** Correspondence continues, largely between the presidents of Loyola College and Georgetown. At first it is Rev. Vincent F. Beatty, SJ, pres of Loyola, and Rev. Edward B. Bunn, SJ, pres of Georgetown, but subsequently a number of other faculty and staff members, both Jesuits and laymen, are represented.
Two stacks of forms, roughly fifty in each set, comprise this folder. An accompanying note indicates that in the fall of 1918 Loyola College had insufficient enrollment and transferred the students to Georgetown. One set is the transfer form, giving the student’s name and a few particulars; the other set, with many (or most) of the same names, is from Loyola High and attests that each student named received the fourteen units of training necessary for entry into a "standard" college.

Maryland Province collection

Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
LOYOLA COLLEGE, BALTIMORE -TRANSFER FORMS FOR 1918 -TO GEORGETOWN: Printed Item

1918 -MASS TRANSFERS FROM LOYOLA COLLEGE TO GEORGETOWN: Printed Item

TRANSFERS -MASS MOVEMENT FROM LOYOLA TO GEORGETOWN -1918: Printed Item

Identifier: 19804

Physical Description: Two stacks of forms, roughly fifty in each set, comprise this folder. An accompanying note indicates that in the fall of 1918 Loyola College had insufficient enrollment and transferred the students to Georgetown. One set is the transfer form, giving the student's name and a few particulars; the other set, with many (or most) of the same names, is from Loyola High and attests that each student named received the fourteen units of training necessary for entry into a "standard" college.

Physical Description:
Classroom material from 1857-1858--examinations, grade lists, commencement address from 1896, Devitt's historical MSS, Court of Appeals 1920 decision re the O'Neill estate, and address from V. Beatty's installation as pres., 1955.
Printed on tissue, this fragile program is more an artifact than a printed document. It was apparently printed on imported, Japanese tissue carrying woodblock decorative elements in blue and red, with some space left for the program. Added by a local printer is the usual program information and advertising.
MD PROV COLL: Loyola College, Balto: Printed Ephemera, 1900-1910., 05/09/1900-06/01/1910
Box 16; Folder 10 (Mixed Materials)

**Subjects and Associated Physical Materials**
LOYOLA COLLEGE, BALTIMORE -PRINTED EPHEMERA -1900-1910: Printed Item

COLLEGE LIFE -LOYOLA COLLEGE, BALTIMORE -PRINTED PROGRAMS -1900-1910: Printed Item

**Identifier:** 19808

**Physical Description:** Theses, tickets, programs, invitations, for debates, commencements, plays, and elocution contests.

---

MD PROV COLL: Loyola College, Balto: Printed Ephemera, 1911-1915., 01/01/1911-12/31/1915
Box 16; Folder 11 (Mixed Materials)

**Subjects and Associated Physical Materials**
LOYOLA COLLEGE, BALTIMORE -MISC PRINTED EPHEMERA -1911-1915: Printed Item

LOYOLA COLLEGE ALUMNI ASSN -MISC PRINTED MATERIALS -1911-1915: Printed Item

"MONTHLY JOURNAL OF ST. IGNATIUS' CHURCH" -BALTIMORE -1911: Printed Item

"THE LOYOLA" -JOURNAL OF LITERARY SOCIETIES -LOYOLA COLLEGE -1913: Printed Item

**Identifier:** 19809

**Physical Description:** Printed ephemera from the college and the alumni association. Included is a copy (April 1911) of the "Monthly Journal of St. Ignatius' Church with notes of Loyola College," several programs, theses (for scholastic debate), a copy of "The Loyola," (for 3 Nov 1913) a semi-monthly published by the literary societies of the college, and a quantity of alumni assn notices, handbooks, and directories.

---

MD PROV COLL: Loyola College, Balto: Printed Ephemera, 1916-1919., 01/01/1916-12/31/1919
Box 16; Folder 12 (Mixed Materials)

**Subjects and Associated Physical Materials**
LOYOLA COLLEGE, BALTIMORE -PRINTED EPHEMERA -1916-1919: Printed Item

LOYOLA COLLEGE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION -PRINTED EPHEMERA -1916-1919: Printed Item

COPPENS, REV. ALPHONSE, SJ -JUBILEE MENU -ELEGANT -1916: Printed Item

WORLD WAR I -LOYOLA COLLEGE ALUMNI IN (1918-19): Printed Item

**Identifier:** 19810

**Physical Description:** Jubilee inscriptions and menus, invitations; alumni association material, especially pertaining to World War I.
### Maryland Province collection

**Subjects and Associated Physical Materials**

**LOYOLA COLLEGE, BALTIMORE** - PRINTED EPHEMERA -1920-1923: Printed Item

STUDENT LIFE - PRINTED MAT'LS CONCERNING -1920-1923: Printed Item

LOYOLA COLLEGE ALUMNI ASSN - PRINTED EPHEMERA -1920-1923: Printed Item

**Identifier:** 19811

**Physical Description:**
- Tickets, programs, circulars, obituaries, debate announcements, and alumni association election announcements.

### Subjects and Associated Physical Materials

**LOYOLA COLLEGE, BALTIMORE** - PRINTED EPHEMERA -1926-1948: Printed Item

LOYOLA COLLEGE ALUMNI ASSN - HISTORY - UP TO 1927: Printed Item

LOYOLA COLLEGE CHEMISTRY DEPT FLYER - CA 1930: Printed Item

BUNN, REV. EDW B., SJ - INAUGURATION PROGRAM AS LOYOLA PRES - 1938: Printed Item

TALBOT, REV. FRANCIS X., SJ - INAUGURATION PROGRAM AS LOYOLA PRES - 1947: Printed Item

SULLIVAN, HON JOHN L. - SPEECH ON COMMUNISM - LOYOLA COMMENCEMENT - 1949: Printed Item

**Identifier:** 19812

**Physical Description:**
- Invitations, commencement announcements, mimeographed history of the alumni association, college flyers, lecture announcements, inauguration program for Edw Bunn (1938), convocation program, inauguration program for F.X. Talbot (1947), and commencement address.
Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
LOYOLA COLLEGE, BALTIMORE -PRINTED EPHEMERA -1950-1965: Printed Item

LOYOLA COLLEGE ALUMNI ASSN -PROGRAMS & MISC MAT'LS -1950S: Printed Item

BEATTY, REV. VINCENT F., SJ -INAUGURATION PROGRAM -1955: Printed Item

SELLINGER, REV. JOSEPH A., SJ -INAUGURATION AS LOYOLA PRES -1964: Printed Item

FACULTY RANK, TENURE & PAY -LOYOLA COLLEGE, BALTIMORE -1949-1950: Printed Item

LOYOLA COLLEGE, BALTIMORE -FACULTY RANK, TENURE & PAY -1949-1950: Printed Item

Identifier: 19813
Physical Description: Invitations to various kinds of events, tickets, jubilee programs, alumni activities, inaugurations, honorary degree programs, and faculty rank and promotion guidelines for 1949-1950.

---

Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
LOYOLA COLLEGE, BALTIMORE -PRINTED EPHEMERA -UNDATED, CA 1900-1930: Printed Item

STUDENT ACTIVITIES -LOYOLA COLLEGE, BALTIMORE -CA 1900-1930: Printed Item

Identifier: 19814
Physical Description: Programs for plays, variety shows, elocution contests, and alumni association matters.

---

Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
LOYOLA COLLEGE, BALTO: Printed Ephemera, 1883-1979., 01/01/1883-12/31/1979

STUDENT ACTIVITIES -LOYOLA COLLEGE, BALTIMORE -CA 1883-1979: Printed Item

Identifier: 19815
Physical Description: Clippings related to student activities at Loyola College, Baltimore, from 1883 to 1979.
Maryland Province collection

**Subjects and Associated Physical Materials**
LOYOLA COLLEGE, BALTIMORE -CLIPPINGS -1883-1979: Printed Item

LOYOLA DAY -1952 -BALTIMORE -CLIPPING ABOUT: Printed Item

LOYOLA COLLEGE, BALTIMORE -NEW CHAPEL DEDICATION -1952 -CLIPPING ABOUT: Printed Item

BEATTY, REV. VINCENT F., SJ -OBITUARY -1979: Printed Item

MT. ST. AGNES, BALTIMORE -MERGER W/ LOYOLA COLLEGE -1970: Printed Item

ROSE, R. CONTEE -OBITUARY -1953 -(D. 1952): Printed Item

LOYOLA COLLEGE, BALTIMORE -100TH ANNIVERSARY OF CALVERT ST. BLDGS: Printed Item

LOYOLA COLLEGE, BALTIMORE -FACULTY HOUSE FIRE -1955: Printed Item

FARMER, MISS MARY A. -LAWSUIT OVER WILL -LOYOLA COLLEGE -1922: Printed Item

STUART, MISS FRANCES -LAWSUIT OVER WILL -LOYOLA COLLEGE -1941: Printed Item

LAWSUIT -BETWEEN DIFFERENT CATHOLIC ORGS -OVER WILL -1941: Printed Item

TALBOT, REV. FRANCIS X., SJ -INAUGURATION SPEECH -LOYOLA COLLEGE -1947: Printed Item

TALBOT, REV. FRANCIS X., SJ -DESCRIPTION OF CAREER -CLIPPING -1947: Printed Item

COHN, CHAS. M -LOYOLA COLLEGE, BALTIMORE, BENEFACUTOR -OBIT -1946: Printed Item

LOYOLA COLLEGE, BALTIMORE -PLANS MOVE TO GUILFORD -CLIPPING -1914: Printed Item

LOYOLA COLLEGE, BALTIMORE -PLANS MOVE TO GUILFORD -CLIPPING -1914: Printed Item

LOYOLA COLLEGE, BALTIMORE -NEW SCIENCE BLDG -CLIPPING ABOUT -1926: Printed Item

LOYOLA COLLEGE, BALTIMORE -JUBILEE -1902 -CLIPPING ABOUT: Printed Item

BRADY, REV. F.X., SJ -OBITUARY -1911: Printed Item

MARYLAND PROVINCE -50TH ANNIVERSARY -CLIPPING ABOUT -1884: Printed Item

**Identifier:** 19815

**Physical Description:** Clippings describing Loyola College, Balto and St. Ignatius' Church, including installations, deaths, court contests over wills, jubilees, and miscellaneous pertinent activities.
MD PROV COLL: Loyola College, Balto: Photographs, ca 1925-1949., 01/01/1925-12/31/1949  
Box 17; Folder 5 (Mixed Materials)

**Subjects and Associated Physical Materials**
LOYOLA COLLEGE, BALTIMORE -GYMNASIUM -PHOTOGRAPHS -1920S: Photograph  
LOYOLA COLLEGE, BALTIMORE -FACULTY -PHOTOGRAPH -1929-1930: Photograph  
FACULTY PHOTOGRAPH -LOYOLA COLLEGE, BALTIMORE -1929-1930: Photograph  
GYMNASIUM OF LOYOLA COLLEGE, BALTIMORE -PHOTOGRAPHS -1920S: Photograph  
CHAPEL GROUNDBREAKING -LOYOLA COLLEGE, BALTIMORE -1949 -PHOTOS: Photograph  
GROUNDBREAKING -FOR CHAPEL -LOYOLA COLLEGE -1949 -PHOTOS: Photograph  
PHOTOGRAPHS -OF LOYOLA COLLEGE BALTIMORE -20TH C -BLDGS & PEOPLE: Photograph

- **Identifier:** 19816
- **Physical Description:** Photographs of gymnasium (inside and out), Loyola faculty, 1929 and 1930, and groundbreaking ceremonies for new chapel in 1949.

Mount St. Mary's, Emmitsburg, MD (Non-Jesuit)

**Series-level Scope and Content Note**
This college was not operated by the Jesuits, but because of its close physical proximity to Georgetown and Woodstock, and the great age which it was proud of sharing with Georgetown, considerable interaction with Georgetown is reflected in this series.

**General Note**
Series No. in Collection: 12

- **Identifier:** 123
Maryland Province collection

MD PROV COLL: Mount St. Mary's College, Emmitsburg, MD., 11/05/1881-09/11/1969 Box 17; Folder 6 (Mixed Materials)

**Subjects and Associated Physical Materials**

MOUNT ST. MARY'S COLLEGE, EMMITSBURG, MD -CORRESPONDENCE -1881-1969: Autographed Letter

BYRNE, W., PRES, MOUNT ST. MARY’S COLLEGE -RE REGAINING CONTROL -1881: Autographed Letter

MOUNT ST. MARY’S COLLEGE -REGAINING CONTROL AFTER TROUBLES -1881: Autographed Letter

MOUNT ST. MARY’S COLLEGE -TO RICHARDS, J. HAVENS -RE MILITARY DRILL: Autographed Letter

MILITARY DRILL FOR STUDENTS -REFERRED TO -MT ST. MARY’S COLLEGE -1891: Autographed Letter

TIERNEY, REV. JOHN J. -HONORARY DEGREE ASKED FOR -1893 -FROM GEORGETOWN: Autographed Letter

HOYT, CHAS. S. -TO WHITNEY, SJ, PRES OF GEORGETOWN -1900: Autographed Letter

HONORARY DEGREES -CORRESPONDENCE ABOUT -MT ST. MARY'S COLLEGE & GEORGE: Autographed Letter

CORRESPONDENCE -BETWEEN COLLEGE PRESIDENTS -MT ST. MARY’S & GEORGETOWN: Typed Letter Signed

**Identifier:** 19817

**Physical Description:** Correspondence to, from, and about, this non-Jesuit catholic college in central Maryland. Most is between Mount St. Mary's College and Georgetown.
Maryland Province collection

MD PROV COLL: Mount St. Mary's College, Emmitsburg, MD: printed ephemera., 06/30/1831-05/01/1965
Box 17; Folder 7 (Mixed Materials)

**Subjects and Associated Physical Materials**

MOUNT ST. MARY'S COLLEGE, EMMITSBURG, MD - PRINTED EPHEMERA - 1831-1965: Printed Item

COMMENCEMENT PROG - MOUNT ST. MARY'S COLLEGE - 1831: Printed Item

PLAYBILLS - MID-1850S - MOUNT ST. MARY'S COLLEGE, EMMITSBURG, MD: Printed Item

CENTENNIAL CELEBRATION - MOUNT ST. MARY'S COLLEGE, EMMITSBURG, MD: Printed Item

EISENHOWER, DWIGHT D. - HONORARY DEGREE - MOUNT ST. MARY'S COLLEGE - 1958: Printed Item

**Identifier:** 19818

**Physical Description:** This folder contains a variety of printed ephemera ranging from the 1831 commencement program through a brochure, partly in color, commemorating the grotto's refurbishment, published in 1965.

MD PROV COLL: Mount St. Mary's College, Emmitsburg, MD, 09/27/1881-06/03/1958
Box 17; Folder 8 (Mixed Materials)

**Subjects and Associated Physical Materials**

MOUNT ST. MARY'S COLLEGE, EMMITSBURG, MD - CLIPPINGS - 1881-1958: Printed Item

MCCAFFREY, REV. JOHN - OBITUARY - CLIPPING - 1881 - MOUNT ST. MARY'S: Printed Item

MOUNT ST. MARY'S COLLEGE - HISTORY - 1805-1905 - CLIPPING: Printed Item

COMMUNISM - WARNING ABOUT - BY EISENHOWER, D. D. - 1958 - MOUNT ST. MARY'S: Printed Item

**Identifier:** 19819

**Physical Description:** Newspaper clippings, largely on deaths, anniversaries, and commencements.

Manresa Institute, Keyser Island, S. Norwalk, CT

**Series-level Scope and Content Note**

The province bought this 23-acre island near South Norwalk, Conn., in 1889 to use as a retreat and vacation place for all of the colleges and schools of the province. This series contains miscellaneous correspondence to, from, and about Manresa and the island, minutes of some board meetings around 1920, some MSS about it, including one history, and a few clippings.

**General Note**
Series No. in Collection: 13

**Identifier:** 124
MD PROV COLL: Manresa Inst., Keyser Island, S. Norwalk, CT., 10/26/1890-04/23/1906
Box 17; Folder 9 (Mixed Materials)

Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
MATTSON, JOS. A. -TO J. HAVENS RICHARDS -RE DISMISSAL FROM SOC. -1895: Autographed Letter

MANRESA INST., KEYSER ISLAND, S. NORWALK, CT -CORRESPONDENCE -1890S: Autographed Letter

MCDONELL, A., SJ -LTRS FROM MANRESA INST., KEYSER ISLAND -1890S: Autographed Letter

PURBRICK, EDW., SJ -RE SHIFTING MANRESA FROM PROVINCE TO COLLEGES: Typed Letter Signed

HIMMEL, REV. JOSEPH J., SJ -DIR AT MANRESA -LTRS TO -1900S: Autographed Letter

PAINTER DOING GRAINING WORK -DISCUSSED -PAPI TO HIMMEL -1906: Autographed Letter

KEYSER ISLAND -SEE MANRESA INSTITUTE -S. NORWALK, CT: Manuscript

Identifier: 19820
Physical Description: Correspondence to, from, and about Manresa Institute, much of it to Georgetown.
MD PROV COLL: Manresa Inst., Keyser Island, S. Norwalk, CT., 03/31/1907-06/12/1918
Box 17; Folder 10 (Mixed Materials)

Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
MANRESA INST., KEYSER ISLAND, S. NORWALK, CT -CORRESPONDENCE -1907-191:
Autographed Letter

HIMMEL, REV. JOHN J., SJ -LTRS TO AS DIR. AT MANRESA -1907-1918: Autographed Letter

HANSELMAN, JOS. F., SJ -LTRS TO HIMMEL, REV. JOHN -AT MANRESA -1907:
Autographed Letter

MCCLOSKEY, REV. THOS J., SJ -LTRS RE MANRESA -CA 1910: Typed Letter Signed

GENERALS -TO HIMMEL AT MANRESA -FROM ROME & ZIZERS -1913-1918: Typed Letter Signed

HIMMEL, JOHN, SJ -MANRESA REPORTS TO GENERAL -ACKNOWLEDGED -1913-1918:
Typed Letter Signed

MANRESA -REPORTS TO GENERALS IN ROME & ZIZERS ACKNOWLEDGED -1913-1918:
Typed Letter Signed

MULLALY, REV. CHAS. J, SJ -TO HIMMEL -RE THEFTS AT MANRESA -1918: Typed Letter Signed

Identifier: 19821
Physical Description: Correspondence to, from, and about Manresa Institute, a Villa and Retreat Center for the Province.

MD PROV COLL: Manresa Inst., Keyser Island, S. Norwalk, CT., 04/22/1919-03/28/1940
Box 17; Folder 11 (Mixed Materials)

Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
MANRESA INST., KEYSER ISLAND, S. NORWALK, CT -CORRESPONDENCE -1920S: Typed Letter Signed

RICHARDS, REV. J. HAVENS, SJ -DIR OF MANRESA -LTRS FROM -1920S: Autographed Letter

BAD LIVING CONDITIONS AT GEORGETOWN -REPORTED -RICHARDS TO CREEDEN-191: Typed Letter Signed

GEORGETOWN -REPORTS OF DIRTY CONDITIONS -1919 -FROM RICHARDS, J. HAVEN:
Typed Letter Signed

Identifier: 19822
Physical Description: Correspondence to, from, and about Manresa, the Province's vacation place and retreat location.
A variety of material about the island—constitution and by laws, suggestions for building and construction work, financial statements for isolated years, minutes of board meetings, excellent notes on operations (almost a manual of operation) from ca. 1905, lists of attendees from all the colleges for 1913, and a MS history of some 6 pp.
Provincial General Material and Miscellaneous

Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
MANRESA INST., KEYSER ISLAND, S. NORWALK, CT - PRINTED MAT’L - 1899-1953: Printed Item

KEYSER ISLAND - MANRESA - PRINTED MATERIAL ABOUT - 1899-1953: Printed Item

MANRESA INST., KEYSER ISLAND, CT - CIRCULARS FOR - 1890S: Printed Item

NAST, THOMAS - CARTOON OF TWEED RING - WITH KEYSER INCLUDED: Printed Item

KEYSER, JOHN H. - OBITUARY - CLIPPING - 1899: Printed Item

MANRESA ISLAND, CT - CLIPPINGS RE ERECTING POWER PLANT ON - 1952-1953: Printed Item

JESUITS & HISTORIC PRESERVATION - SELL ISLAND TO POWER CO - 1952: Printed Item

HISTORIC PRESERVATION - AND JESUITS - SELLING ISLAND TO POWER CO - 1952: Printed Item

**Identifier:** 19824

**Physical Description:** Printed material and newspaper clippings about Manresa. Includes two printed programs, two or three flyers from the 1890s announcing its existence, a Nast cartoon showing Keyser, and several clippings, one an obituary of Keyser, and some as late as 1953 (when the Jesuits no longer owned it) in which the city council of Norwalk grants a power company the right to build a power house on the site.

Province-Wide General Material and Miscellaneous

Series-level Scope and Content Note
This series brings together all the material not clearly associated with specific geographical locations in the province, and includes three isolated missions not associated with any previous locations. There is, nevertheless, in parts of this series a tendency toward geographic emphasis. For example, the papers on the novices tend to focus on geographic locations as the novitiate moved from place to place. In general, this series contains lists of SJ members, their death dates, and their entry dates, with some additional kinds of papers from later periods such as the Province newsletter.

General Note
Series No. in Collection: 14

**Identifier:** 125
This folder contains a partly-mimeographed, party-typed transcription of the "Catalog of Members of the Maryland Mission of the Society of Jesus, 1634-1806," in other words, the Society in North America before a province was created. It is bound within boards, indexed, and carries the notation that it (perhaps the index only) was done in 1949 from notes left by Rev. John A. Morgan, SJ. This copy contains a few handwritten corrections or supplements, along with added bibliographical citations or cross-references. The work is organized one page per year, subdivided by location, with names of Jesuits for each, thus it contains about 175 lvs.
MD PROV COLL: Province-Wide Mat'l: Catalog, 1805-1874., 01/01/1805-12/31/1874
Box 18; Folder 3 (Mixed Materials)

Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
MD PROV COLL -PROVINCE-WIDE MAT'L -CATALOG -1805-1874: Manuscript

CATALOG -MD PROV -1805-1874: Manuscript

NOVICES -MD PROV -THOSE ENTERING & TAKING CERTAIN VOWS -1805-1874: Manuscript

JESUITS -LISTS OF -MD PROV -1805-1874: Manuscript

JESUITS -IMMIGRATING FROM EUROPE -NAMES OF -1805-1840: Manuscript

Identifier: 19827

Physical Description: This folder holds a bound ledger-type volume of medium-size format which contains four MS lists: 1) those who took simple vows after two years in the novitiate (1805-1837), 2) those who went to the rank of "professed," taking vows 3 or 4 (1806-1868), 3) fathers who were admitted in Europe and sent to the U.S. (1805-1840), and 4) those who entered as novices in the U.S. (1806-1874). In addition, there is a typed transcription from about 1900 of list 2.

MD PROV COLL: Province-Wide Mat'l: Catalog fragments, 1827-1857., 01/01/1827-12/31/1857
Box 18; Folder 4 (Mixed Materials)

Subjects and Associated Physical Materials
MD PROV -CATALOG FRAGMENTS -1827-1857 -LISTS OF NOVICES: Manuscript

CATALOG FRAGMENTS -MD PROV -1827-1857: Manuscript

JESUIT NOVICES -LISTS OF -MD PROV -1827-1857: Manuscript

Identifier: 19828

Physical Description: Four pages of notes and miscellaneous lists of admittees, dismisseees, necrology, and unidentified lists.
This is a bound, ledger-style volume containing an 1898 copy of the material in the previous folder (18-6) -- the necrology and list of English fathers.

**Physical Description:**
This folder has one bound, ledger-type volume within boards which contains five lists: 1) those entering the novitiate, 2) those signing declaimers, 3) those signing novice vows, 4) those taking the two-year vows, 5) those taking simple vows, all 1806-1852.

This is a ledger, bound with boards, containing two MS lists: English Jesuit fathers who came to "these parts" from 1634 up 'til 1790, and a list of those who died on the American mission from 1630 until 1805. The latter provides names and places, but rarely the cause or age before 1800. Most deaths, when location and cause are given, follow a pattern. However, there is the occasional drowning, or death in a faraway place, e.g., on the Mediterranean, in Mexico, or in Rio de Janeiro.

This is a bound, ledger-style volume containing an 1898 copy of the material in the previous folder (18-6) -- the necrology and list of English fathers.
This is a ledger-type indexed volume bound in boards that lists the entering novices in Maryland from 1860 through 1874. Providing much better information than that usually given, it is a potentially useful demographicsource. It contains the date, birthdate, place of birth, parents names and whether living or not, number of siblings, education, trade or apprenticeship (if any), sometimes trade of father and misc. information. A later hand sometimes described the results of entering the Society--death or dismissal, and sometimes the reasons--ill-health, craziness, unfitness, etc. A few were subsequently very successful.
This is a printed, soft-cover booklet of 94 pages entitled, "Jubilee of the New York Maryland Province, S.J., Celebrated at Woodstock College, April 17, 1883." Published at Woodstock, it contains a program of the activities, some poems, and a history of the Province including thereprinting of Roothaan's letter establishing the Province in 1833.

This is a ledger-type book bound within boards that is labelled "Examinis Generalis Novitiorum." Each person has about one page of information--ranging from the merely descriptive name, date, and so forth, through evaluative and subjective information--health and reputation of parents, heredity, health of novice, and his vocation for the religious life.

This is a printed, soft-cover booklet of 94 pages entitled, "Jubilee of the New York Maryland Province, S.J., Celebrated at Woodstock College, April 17, 1883." Published at Woodstock, it contains a program of the activities, some poems, and a history of the Province including thereprinting of Roothaan's letter establishing the Province in 1833.
This is a typescript by Rev. Edward I. Devitt, SJ, of the article on the history of the novitiates in the Province of Maryland published in "Woodstock Letters" in 1934. It is apparently his brief version of the longer, handwritten account in the immediately preceding folder.
The folder contains two different versions of the proceedings of a General Chapter meeting of 13 November 1786, one supposedly copied by Rev. John Gilmary Shea, SJ, and the other by Rev. J. Havens Richards, SJ. The two transcripts begin the same, but soon diverge.

This is a bound volume in which there appear to have been copied sometime in the mid-nineteenth century earlier MS, minutes, and misc notes from 1790-1815, some by Abp John Carroll. The volume is something of a pot-pourri, making it difficult to verify the accuracy and value of its contents.
### Maryland Province collection

**Subjects and Associated Physical Materials**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NECROLOGY -MD PROV -1942-1955: Typed Letter Signed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Identifier:** 19840  
**Physical Description:** The folder contains a variety of miscellaneous sheets describing the deaths of certain Jesuits of the Maryland Province during this period. Some are standardized forms, other press releases, and others are brief obituaries, typed or MS.

---

**Subjects and Associated Physical Materials**

| TEACHING RELIGION IN COLLEGE -PROCEEDINGS OF CONF ON -1950: Printed Item |

"WORKSHOP OF COLLEGE TEACHERS OF RELIGION" -1950 -GEORGETOWN: Printed Item  
RELIGION -TEACHING IN COLLEGE -DISCUSSION OF PROBLEMS -WORKSHOP -1950: Printed Item  
GEORGETOWN -SITE OF CONF ON TEACHING RELIGION IN COLLEGE -1950: Printed Item |

**Identifier:** 19841  
**Physical Description:** This is a mimeographed book, or series of lectures, the "Proceedings of the Workshop of College Teachers of Religion," Maryland Province, given at Georgetown. The conference held two sessions per day for six days, covering such matters as syllabi, texts, and techniques as applied to ten or so subjects usually taught college students in religion courses.
The folder consists of one clipping that describes new boundaries for St. Mary's Church, Piscataway, MD. It had been a mission of St. John's, Clinton, MD, also in PG County, and in yet earlier times the hierarchy was reversed, and Piscataway was the seat of the parish in which Clinton fell.

The folder consists of one clipping that describes new boundaries for St. Mary's Church, Piscataway, MD. It had been a mission of St. John's, Clinton, MD, also in PG County, and in yet earlier times the hierarchy was reversed, and Piscataway was the seat of the parish in which Clinton fell.

The folder consists of one clipping that describes new boundaries for St. Mary's Church, Piscataway, MD. It had been a mission of St. John's, Clinton, MD, also in PG County, and in yet earlier times the hierarchy was reversed, and Piscataway was the seat of the parish in which Clinton fell.

The folder consists of one clipping that describes new boundaries for St. Mary's Church, Piscataway, MD. It had been a mission of St. John's, Clinton, MD, also in PG County, and in yet earlier times the hierarchy was reversed, and Piscataway was the seat of the parish in which Clinton fell.

The folder consists of one clipping that describes new boundaries for St. Mary's Church, Piscataway, MD. It had been a mission of St. John's, Clinton, MD, also in PG County, and in yet earlier times the hierarchy was reversed, and Piscataway was the seat of the parish in which Clinton fell.

The folder consists of one clipping that describes new boundaries for St. Mary's Church, Piscataway, MD. It had been a mission of St. John's, Clinton, MD, also in PG County, and in yet earlier times the hierarchy was reversed, and Piscataway was the seat of the parish in which Clinton fell.

The folder consists of one clipping that describes new boundaries for St. Mary's Church, Piscataway, MD. It had been a mission of St. John's, Clinton, MD, also in PG County, and in yet earlier times the hierarchy was reversed, and Piscataway was the seat of the parish in which Clinton fell.
Maryland Province collection

MD PROV COLL: Miscellaneous: Deer Creek, MD (Harford Co.), 10/26/1889-06/30/1968
Box 20; Folder 4 (Mixed Materials)

**Subjects and Associated Physical Materials**
DEER CREEK, MD -HARFORD CO. -MSS & LTRS ABOUT -1889-1960: Autographed Letter
HARFORD CO., MD -JESUIT MISSIONS -REFERRED TO -1889-1968: Printed Item
ST. JOSEPH'S MISSION -DEER CREEK, MD -REFERRED TO -1889-1968: Printed Item
PRIEST'S FORD -HARFORD CO, MD -REFERRED TO -1889-1968: Printed Item
ARCHER, DR. G.W. -AUTHOR OF PAPER ON PRIEST'S FORD, MD -1889: Printed Item
"HISTORY OF...CATHOLIC CHAPEL AT PRIEST'S FORD IN HARFORD CO" -1889: Typescript
DEVITT, REV. E.I., SJ -HISTORY OF DEER CREEK, MD -MS -CA 1915: Typescript
BELAIR, MD -ST. MARGARET'S -LTRS FROM -RE DEER CREEK -1910S: Autographed Letter
FREDERICK, REV. J.A. -LTRS TO DEVITT RE DEER CREEK -1910S: Autographed Letter
PARADICE PLANTATION -SEE DEER CREEK, MD: Printed Item
MCGRAIN, JOHN W., JR. -ARTICLES ON DEER CREEK, MD -1967-1968: Printed Item
"PRIEST NEALE, HIS MASS HOUSE...." -SEE DEER CREEK, MD: Printed Item

**Identifier:** 19844

**Physical Description:** The folder holds a variety of MSS, letters, and printed histories of what is most often called St. Joseph's Mission, Deer Creek, Harford Co., MD. (There is some anachronism in this because the mission was founded before Harford Co. was created from part of Baltimore Co.)

---

MD PROV COLL: Miscellaneous: Ward's Island, New York., 05/22/1951-06/06/1951
Box 20; Folder 5 (Mixed Materials)

**Subjects and Associated Physical Materials**
WARD'S ISLAND, NY -ST. JOSEPH'S CHURCH -HISTORY OF --1923: Printed Item
ST. JOSEPH'S CHURCH -WARD'S ISLAND, NY -HISTORY OF -1923: Printed Item
JESUIT MISSION -WARD'S ISLAND, NY -HISTORY OF -1923: Printed Item
JUBILEE BOOKLET -ST. JOSEPH'S CHURCH -WARD'S ISLAND, NY -1923: Printed Item

**Identifier:** 19845

**Physical Description:** The folder contains only two items, both printed--a 1923 booklet celebrating St. Joseph's Golden Jubilee, and a 1951 clipping. The booklet reprints pertinent letters from the 1870 in extenso.
This is a bound volume of medium-size format, untitled and unsigned. From internal evidence it appears to be from papers left at Georgetown by a Jesuit who had taught in Philadelphia. There is a school ledger for 1855-56 showing payments of parents for their children; in addition, there are some poems in English on Woodstock and Inkerman (Crimean War), and some Latin notes on a lecture, "De Matrimonio." There is also an index to what is apparently a Jesuit manual of authority.